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GUIDE TO THE REPORT

The first section is a brief summary of the conclusions and recommenda-

tions and the main topics covered in the report. Section 2 presents back-

ground information for the Apollo 14 orbital tests, including a discussion

of visibility considerations in lunar operations and a description of visi-

bility in the lunar environment. A detailed discussion of the techniques

developed for analyzing lunar visibility problems is given in Section 3.

Topics included are lunar photometric functions, visual detection data,

lunar visibility models, and typical applications. The rationale and test

procedures employed in the Apollo 14 visibility tests are presented in

Section 4. The test results and main conclusions are given in Section 5.

Section 6 contains an in-depth discussion of the results and of the pro-

cedures used for their analysis. Concluding comments are given in Section 7.

The reader who is generally familiar with lunar visibility problems and

is interested only in the main results of the Apollo 14 tests should read

Sections l, 5, and 7. For those not familiar with the impact of lunar visi-

bility problems on Apollo operations and the lunar lighting environment,

Sections 2 and 3 should be added to the above. Section 6 and the appendices

are of interest primarily to those working on similar problems and for a

critical evaluation of the conclusions.

Note that the figures and tables for any section are at the end of the

corresponding section.
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l.O INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

l.l Scope

This report describes an in-flight visibility test conducted

on the Apollo 14 mission. The need for obtaining experimental data on

lunar feature visibility arose from visibility problems associated with

various aspects of the Apollo missions; and especially from anticipated

difficulties of recognizing lunar surface features at the time of descent

and landing under certain illumination conditions. Although visibility

problems have influenced many other aspects of the Apollo mission, they

have been particularly important for descent operations, due to the criti-

cality of this mission phase and the crew's guidance and control role for

landing site recogniticn and touchdown point selection. A series of

analytical and photographic studies were conducted during the Apollo pro-

gram (prior to as well as after the initial manned lunar operations) to

delineate constraints imposed on landing operations by visibility limita-

tions. The purpose of the visibility test conducted on Apollo 14 was to

obtain data te reduce uncertainties and to extend the analytical models

of visibility in the lunar environment.

Although this work was in support of Apollo program operations, the

results are applicable to other lunar visibillty problems, as well as to

analysis of lunar photometric functions. In addition, the present report

represents the culmination of an intensive program of visibility studies

applied to a very complex mission and thus should be of interest to others

work1,,g in similar areas.

].2 Problem Statement

The critical aspect of lunar feature visibility results from a ccmbi-

nation of the lunar surface reflectance properties and illumination by a

collimated light source, the sun. Although visibility of the surface is

good under most viewing/illumination conditions and not unlike viewing on

the Earth, when looking down the sunline (sun in back of observer) a loss

of shadowing and feature contrast occurs in a region in front of the

observer. This area, termed the "washout" region is one of pocr visibility
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and in which many terrain features may not be seen. Because the Lunar

Module (LM) descends in an East to West direction in the lunar morning

(sun in the East at the crew's back), the washout region will be down-

range of the LM and can cover the landing area itself if the sun elevation

angle (SEA) is high enough. Further, surface operations need to be con-

ducted in all directions with respect to the sun and the washout can

present visibility problems on the surface.

Although surface feature visibility when looking down-sun is not the

only visibility problem encountered in lunar operations, it has been a

critical one for descent planning as it establishes a maximum limit on the

SEA at the time of descent, and therefore has imposed limits on the Earth

launch window. A mathematical model of visibility was developed early in

the Apollo program to assist analysis of these problems. However, uncer-

tainties in this model led to a decision to obtain observational data in

tL_ lunar environment with which to validate and extend the visibility

prediction techniques.

e-ill

w

1.3 Lunar Visibilit X Analysis

The model used to predict visibility of lunar features is based on

two sets of data. The first is laboratory data of target detection by

human observers that are standard results used in various visibility

studies. The second set is the lunar photometric function, which speci-

fies the reflectance properties of the lunar surface as a function of

viewing and illumination vectors. The visibility data are summarized in

a function which relates the luminance contrast needed to detect a target

to the subtended angular size of that target. The lunar photometric

function combined with geometrical models of lunar features allows the

contrast of such features to be computed. The complete visibility model

thus specifies the conditions under which idealized surface features can

be visually detected as a function of viewing and illumination directions.

The results of such calculations have been applied in a variety of

ways to predict lunar surface visibility in order to assist mission

planners by specifying acceptable and unacceptable visibility conditions.
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These calculations are a basic starting point in any study of lunar

visibility but must be supplemented by considerations specific to a given

site or surface region, such as availability of landmarks and adequacy of

pre-mission photography.

As experience in the lunar environment was gained, it became clear

that analytical predictions of visibility were not adequate to specify the

limits of acceptable visibility. Optimal visibility conditions and con-

servative bounds on acceptable viewing (e.g., the equal albedo washout

boundary) did correspond to qualitative judgements and observations

obtained during the missions, but hard data was lacking on how far into

the washout region (as defined above), if at all, one could obtain

acceptable visibility for lunar descent. The limitations of the analyses

were due to the use of simplified terrain models, uncertainty in the form

of the photometric function, as well as to the inherent complexity of the

descent situation in which visual information is only a part of a complex

decision and control process required of the crew.

Although any test, short of an accurate disiqay of surface appear-

ance used in connection with the LM simulator would lack the complete set

of elements needed to investigate the overall problem, it became obvious

that some form of a quantitative test of lunar feature visibility, in the

lunar environment, was necessary to make advancements in specification of

acceptable visibility conditions. Such a test would provide threshold

data obtained with realistic target and background configurations, and

could also be used to study the validity of crater contrast predictions

based on the photometric functions. Although many casual observations were

available from Apollo crews concerning visibility, they could not be related

to "ground truth," i.e., what could be seen was reported, but no record was

available of what could not be seen. Thus, a test that provided independent

verification of target contrast and size was required. On this basis, an

appropriate visibility test was developed for the Apollo 14 mission.
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1.4 Test Procedures

The Apollo 14 tests were designed to provide data on the two main

aspects of the visibility models: the lunar photometric function and the

threshold contrast necessary for target detection. The tests were con-

ducted from lunar orbit by the command module pilot (CMP) who observed

pre-selected target craters at specified times during the mission. The

viewing and illumination conditions at the time of observation were

selected so as to simulate the range of viewing conditions that occur

during LM descent. The CMP made continuous comments on target visibility

during each of three separate orbital passes over the target areas,

which included 15 different visual targets.

In addition to the visual observations, a photographic record of the

visual scene was obtained via an intervalometer-operated bracket mounted

camera. The film record provided a means to measure target contrast and

size and, thus, to relate the CMP's observations to target characteristics.

1.5 Results

The data analysis included three main tasks: (1) transcription of

the CMP's comments and correlation with a time reference; (2) determina-

tion of the camera actuation time of each photographic frame; and

(3) _leasurement of target contrasts and size from microdensitometer scans

of the film record. The latter task was quite time-consuming and paced

the overall aralysis.

Comparisons of the obtained data with the visibility model predictions

indicated generally good agreement with the visibility threshold criterion

used in the model and strongly favored the Lunar Reflectivity Model, one

of several lunar photometric functions employed in lunar visibility studies.

The test results did indicate that visibility in the washout may be some-

what better than predicted and that the roughness of background terrain is

an important factor in visibility. Further, comparisons of target detec-

tability and overall scene appearance between the photographic and obser-

vational results indicated that lunar photography can produce a reasonable

simulation of what is seen. Various analyses were performed to assist

comparison of the predicted and obtained data.

_m
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These included: (1) Development of a rationale for determining target

albedo from contrast measurements at small phase angles; (2) Comparisons

of predictions based on the Lunar Reflectivity Model, Fedoritz Function,

and Hapke photometric model; (3) Comparison of truncated cone and spheri-

cal section geometrical crater models; and (4) Examination of modifications

to the lunar photometric functions to obtain a better fit between observed

and predicted data.

1.6 Conclusions and Recommendations

It is concluded that the results from the Apollo 14 visibility tests

support the present lunar visibility model with the LRM function and that

such differences as were found are not large enough to justify quantita-

tive revision of the model. Howeler, many qualitative aspects of the test

results increase understanding of lunar visibility problems and, further,

quantitative corrections to calculations of crater contrasts are suggested

that would be useful for special cases. For this reason, the test results

should be understood by anyone attempting to apply or extend models of

lunar feature visibility.
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2.0 PROBLEM STATEMENT

The general nature of lunar visibility conditions and their relation

to lunar descent operations are presented in this section.

2.1 LM Descent and Visibilit X Requirements

The Lunar Module (LM) starts its descent from a 50,000 altitude;

at an altitude of about 7,000 feet (high-gate) the LM pitches up, allowing

the crew to view the landing area. The LM descent path follows an approxi-

mately constant slope or flight path angle (FPA) from this point to about

600 feet altitude (low-gate). This descent sequence is diagrammed in

Figure 2-I.

The initial task of the crew after obtaining visibility of the landing

area following high-gate is to evaluate their position with respect to that of

the nominal descent trajectory by observing the positions of terrain features

relative to the LM. Following this initial evaluation, the location of the

predicted landing point is estimated and tracked with the use of the

Landing Point Designator (LPD)* system and compared to the desired target

point. Corrective guidance actions may be made to move the predicted

landing point closer to the desired target point or to avoid rough terrain.

As the descent progresses, the crew's concern becomes directed towards

selection of a safe landing point (rather than reaching a specific target);

typically, final terrain evaluation and selection of a touch-down point is

made after low-gate at altitudes of a few hundred feet or less. At low-

gate the crew may assume manual control of the LM (several modes, including

fully automatic landing, are available). A vertical descent is initiated

at an altitude of about 200 feet or less, after this time the touchdown

area itself cannot be seen because it is directly below the LM. During

the final 80 to lO0 feet of descent, dust from the LM exhaust will be

present and may partially or completely obscure the surface.

*The LPD system consists of two components: a computer software and read-

out capability which indicates angular coordinates of the predicted

landing point in a LM centered coordinate system and a scale etched on

the CDR's window which allows him to sight the surface point indicated

by the readout coordinate. Corrective commands are input via a control
lever.
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Thus, a variety of visual tasks are required of the crew during

descent. At the higher altitudes feature and pattern recognition and

judgement of the relative position of the visual scene with respect to the

visual framework provided by the LM window are most important. (Training

in the Lunar Module Simulator using a TV infinity projected scene of the

lunar surface has been extremely valuable in developing this ability).

Use of the LPD system requires detailed attention to the predicted landing

point, which decreases time available for an overall assessment of the

visual scene. Selection of a touchdown point requires visual search for

obstacle sized features (e.g., one-meter high boulders, craters deeper

than a meter or two, slopes greater than 8° or 90); in this case pre-

mission photographic data and training can be relied on only to indicate

areas in which a safe region is likely to be found, final selection depends

on the crew. Finally, manual control of the LM after low-gate may require

judgement of lateral motion between the LM and the surface.*

A limited amount of time is available in which to perform these and

other tasks during descent. A typical altitude-time profile is shown in

Figure 2-2. Note that about 120 sec. are available between high-gate

and vertical descent, but that the time available at higher altitudes

(above, say, 3,000 feet) where enough surface area can still be s_en for

overall visual assessment is less than 30 sec.

2.2 LM Descent Trajectory and Viewing Geometry

The geometrical framework commonly used to analyze lunar visibility

is described here. This geometry is illustrated in Figure 2-3, which

should be referred to in connection with the following discussion.

Lateral and vertical motion readouts are provided as well as attitude
hold and lateral motion hold modes.
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The elevation angle of the line-of-sight from the local horizontal at

a viewed point to the observer is termed the view elevation angle (VEA).

Two other quantities of interest are the sun elevation angle (SEA), the

elevation of the solar vector at the viewed point, and the sun relative

azimuth angle (SPA). The SPA is the horizontal angle between the projec-

tions of the view and sun vectors on the lunar surface as shown in

Figure 2-3. It is zero when the two vectors are in the same plane with

the local vertical at the viewed point. A final quantity to be introduced

here is the phase angle (g), the angle between _he view and sun vectors

to a given surface point. A zero phase angle (view and sun vectors

parallel) has a particular significance to be described later in this

section. A profile of VEA at the landing point versus altitude for Apollo 15

is shcwn in Figure 2-4. Note the nearly constant VEA of about 210 from 6,000

feet to about I,O00 feet altitude. This profile, typical for Apollo missions

15, 16 and 17, is a steeper descent than used on missions prior to 15 for

which a FPA of about 160 was employed. The steeper descent trajectory pro-

vides a better visibility situation during descent, as discussed below.

The range of approach azimuths* has been within _ 15° of true East-

West for the different Apollo missions. Thus, because the time of landing

occurs in the lunar morning (sun in the East), the crew descends with the

sun more-or-less behind them.

2.3 Visibility and Viewin 9 Geometrx_

An unusual or difficult visibility situation would not occur if the

conditions described in Sections 2.1 and 2.2 were encountered by an air-

craft landing on Earth on typical soils, grasslands, or runways. However,

the visibility situation on the moon differs from that of the Earth because

of three factors: l) lack of an atmosphere, 2) presence of a collimated

light source (the sun), and 3) unique reflectance properties of the lunar

soil. On Earth, visual contrast between terrain features is usually due

to hue as well as to luminance differences and is relatively independent.

The approach azimuth (AA) is the angle between the LM ground track and

north, measured clockwise from north _t the landing point.
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of the relative positions of the sun, observer and viewed object. On the

moon, hue differences are not consistently related to topography and an

observer must dependentirely on luminance differences (shades of gray) to
distinguish features. Luminancedifferences are, in turn, strongly depen-
dent on the viewing geometry and terrain slopes as well as on the albedo

(reflectivity) of each surface area. Thus, a given lunar region viewed

under different lighting conditions, or from different viewing directions,
can changemarkedly in appearance.

These effects are best illustrated pictorially. Figures 2-5, 2-6,

and 2-7 are reproduced from frames taken on the lunar surface and show,

respectively, down-sun viewing (similar to the LM descent case), up-sun

viewing (looking towards the sun), and cross-sun viewing (looking at a

large SRA angle). The most dramatic difference is shown between down-sun

viewing and the other two cases. The down-sun case (Figure 2-5) shows a

marked decrease in feature contrast and shadowing in the region down-

range of the astronaut's shadow, extending about _ 15° to _ 200 in azimuth

from the down-sun direction.

In comparison, the cross-sun view (Figure 2-6) exhibits excellent con-

trast and shadowing over the entire scene as would the up-sun view

(Figure 2-7), except for the glare due to scattering in the camera lens

(a similar effect occurs in the astronaut's faceplate when working on the

surface, and can present a difficult visibility situation).

The relationship of the viewing geometry defined previously to the

down-sun scene in Figure 2-5 is depicted in Figure 2-8. Figure 2-8 diagrams

the astronaut's position relative to the sun, the low contrast region re-

ferred to above, and two zero phase point locations. As mentioned in

Section 2.2, a zero phase angle occurs when leoking directly d_wn-sun and

the "zero phase point" is the surface point seen under this condition. For

an observer standing on the surface, the zero phase point is where the shadow

of his eyes would fall on the surface (point B in Figure 2-8) and for a photo-

graph zero phase is at the shadow of the camera (point A in Figure 2-,_). The

SRA, of course, is zero when viewing the zero phase point. For coT_Taris_n, the
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view and sun lines are also indicated at a surface point that is not in
the down-sundirection (point C in Figure 2-8). Although not evident

from Figure 2-5 due to the presence of the astronaut's shadow, a luminance
"surge" occurs at zero phase resulting in a very bright spot subtending an
angle of 20 or 30. This effect appears in an orbital frame reproduced in

Figure 2-9; the bright zero phase point is easily seen as well as is the

transition from the shadowedto non-shadowedregions. Orbital photography

is a somewhatbetter simulation of what would be seen during descent than
are surface views because the viewer's shadowdoes not interfere with the

scene. The zero phase effect, which is considered in more detail in

Section 3, is due to a strong retro-reflective characteristic of the lunar
soil (i.e., light is maximally reflected back along the line of incidence).

The loss of surface detail that is apparent in Figures 2-5 and 2-9,

and diagrammedin Figure 2-8, occurs in the region down-rangeof zero phase,
or, roughly, when the VEAis less than the SEA(at least for phase angles
smaller than 200 or 300). This region of poor visibility, usually termed

the "washout region," is a consequenceof two effects: l) shadowing

geometry; and 2) the lunar photometric function. For small values of SRA,

shadowsin depressions will not be seen whenthe VEAis less than the SEA

(as shownin Figure 2-10a). As the SRAincreases (Figure 2-10b), shadows

will begin to be seen; however, for typical lunar terrain very few shadows
in depressions will be seen for SRAsless than lO°. (As the SEAincreases,

of course, all shadowsexcept for those of rocks and very steep depressions

will disappear.) Shadowsare a prominent aspect of the lunar surface at low

SEAsand provide good topographic cues; their absence increases the diffi-

culty of visual evaluation.

The effect of the lunar photometric function on contrast and visibility

is complex and only a simplified analysis is given here. The lunar photo-

metric function specifies the luminance of a surface point given the view-

ing/illumination geometry and the albedo of the surface at that point. In
terms of the geometry introduced above, if we specify the YEA, SEA,SRA,

and the slope of the viewed point, we can determine its luminance from:
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L = F(VEA,SEA,SRA, slope) x Solar Illuminance x A1bedo,

where F is the photometric function. The slope factor is critical for our

purposes because it implies that two adjacent areas (such as a crater wall

and the adjacent horizontal surface) can be of different luminances even

if they have the same albedo and are viewed under the same conditions.

Thus, contrasts or luminance differences between adjacent lunar areas can

be due to a combination of slope and albedo variations. However, in the

washout region described above, the photometric function is such that

slope effects are minimal, that is, variation in slope results in only

small or zero luminance differences. If the lunar soll in an area containing

a crater is of uniform albedo, the crater will be of very low or zero contrast

and will not be seen in the washout region. Conversely, features which have

high albedos will be especially conspicuous in the washout region because of

the typically bland appearance of this area.

2.4 De.scent Visibilitx - Problem Statement

The principal visibility problem encountered during lunar descent

follows from the above discussion: because the LM lands in a down-sun direc-

tion, the landing point and neighboring terrain will be in the washout area

if the SEA is greater than the VEA at these regions. The VEA is fixed by

the descent trajectory, which in turn is determined by various operational

considerations. Thus, to ensure good visibility in the landing site area,

a constraint would have to be placed on the maximum allowable SEA at the time

of landing. The SEA increases with time due to lunar rotation (12° a aay for

a point near the equator) and, thus, a SEA constraint limits the size of the

Earth launch window. For instance, consider a case for which the maximum

acceptable SEA at a given site is 200 and assume, the launch is planned for

lO° (an optimal value). In the event of a slippage from the prime launch

day, the SEA 24 hours later (next launch opportunity) is 2_°, which exceeds

the 200 limit. Thus, the launch must wait until the following month (one

lunar day).

L i
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This qualitative statement of the visibility problem must be trans-

formed into a more quantitative form So be useful for mission planning.

Specifically, the boundaries of the washout region which delineate accep-

table and unacceptable visibility conditions must be determined as a func-

tion of the SEA. For instance, for a given SEA and VEA, what SRA is

necessary to ensure adequate visibility? This question applies to

locomotion on the surface as well as to descent and landing. However, a

less stringent criterion is applied to surface operations than landing,

i.e., poor visibility during a surface traverse can be handled by slowing

down and an unacceptable limit is reached only when speed becomes too low

for conducting efficient exploration. Landing, on the other hand is time

and fuel limited to a much greater degree than are surface operations.

The approach taken towards quantitative analysis of the visibility

problem during the Apollo program is presented in detail in Section 3 for

both the descent and surface conditions. Other aspects of the descent

visibility problem and relationships between visibility and operational

considerations are considered in the remainder of this section.

2.5 Operational and Mission Considerations

The above discussion should not be interpreted as indicating that

difficult visibility situations are a common occurrance during lunar

landing. Early analyses established an optimal range of the SEA and plan-

ning for the initial landing missions was based on this range. However,

this optimal range was rather narrow and thus reduced the number of launch

opportunities per month. As mission experience and operational flexibility

developed, it became desirable to extend the limit of illumination condi-

tions to one which, although not optimal, would still allow acceptable

visibility.

Two changes in mission operations have significantly eased the prob-

lem of SEA restraints on the launch window. Initially, a free return

trajectory was used which requires a constant Earth-moon transit time.

Thus, if a launch slipped one day, the SEA at the landing site would have

increased by 12° at the next launch opportunity, one day later. Even

assuming the first launch was scheduled for the lowest acceptable SEA value
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of 50 , the SEA 24 hours later would have increased to 17°. For the

original Apollo trajectories using a 16° FPA, this would place the SEA

equal to or greater than the VEA to the landing site, an undesirable

situation. Thus, only one launch opportunity per month could be sche-

duled. As indicated previously, the FPA on recent missions has been

increased to about 230 , allowing a somewhat higher SEA; in addition, a

non-free return trajectory is now used which enables variation in the

Earth-moon transit time by trajectory alterations. Thus, the SEA on a

second launch day need not be 12° greater than on the first if the tran-

sit time is decreased. Recent mission configurations have, in fact, been

based on two to three opportunities per month - due in part to increased

knowledge of the visibility situation _nd in part to the increased

flexibility of mission operations.

2.6 Overall Visibility Considerations

Visibility cannot be discussed independently of such factors as the

use of visual information by the crew, time available to make decisions,

adequacy of landmark patterns, consequences of a mis-identification, or,

in other words, the overall systems considerations which lead one to a

choice of descent strategies. It is appropriate to end this section with

a brief listing of such factors. In the case of lunar landing, it has

been found necessary to consider all of the following in judging the

acceptability of visibility conditions at each Apollo site:

i) The surface regions covered by the washout area as a

function of altitude for the particular combinations

of descent trajectory, SEA and SRA considered for each

mission and for each potential launch opportunity.

2)

3)

The excessive shadowing resulting from a too low SEA,

requiring a lower limit on the sun elevation angle.

The effect of SEA on visibility through the dust plume

(low SEAs on the order of 5o to 70 interact with the

dust plume to severly degrade visibility).

4) The adequacy and locations of landmark patterns for
each site.

s) The adequacy of pre-mission photography as well as the
terrain model derived from the photography which is

used in the descent simulator.
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6) The ability to train the crew for anticipated visibility
situations (simulator training and briefings).

7) Various operational tradeoffs which can be employed to obtain

a better visibility situation (e.g., extra trans-lunar burns
to arrive at the moon sooner and thus with a lower SEA at the

time of landing).

8) Tradeoffs between factors such as a marginal visibility situa-
tion versus a missed launch opportunity if the SEA should

increase too high due to a launch slippage.

9) Other operational problems related to SEA such as visibility

requirements for landmark tracking at the site from the CSM

prior to descent.

lO) Interaction of planning for acceptable SEAs with the many

other time-related mission requirements (consumables,

communication coverage, etc.).

The main thrust of this report is directed at the first point -

quantitative prediction of visibility in the washout region. However, the

other factors which must be incorporated for a complete analysis should be

kept in mind.
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Figure 2-9. Orbital View of the Lunar Surface With Zero P!_ase

Lui_:inance Surqe ','isible at Ci:nter _of-Image .',rea-
" ,i _i.,_ / 5_119_r,7_ "
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3.0 LUNAR VISIBILITY ANALYSIS

A description of lunar photometric properties and visibility pre-

diction techniques ts give. tn this section to provide a background to the

Apollo 14 visibility test rationale and results. Typical analytical

results and applications of visibility predictions are discussed as well

as their limitations whtch led to the Apollo 14 tests.

3.1 Lunar Photometric Function

3.1.1 Introduction

In Section 2.0 it was noted that the amount of light reflected from

a point on the lunar surface is a function of the viewing and illumination

vectors and surface slope. The lunar photometric function referred to

in the previous section is considered in more detail in the present

section.

"The remarkable manner in which the surface of the moon scatters

light is well known. Barabashev (1922) and Markov (1924)

discovered that the brightness of almost all areas on the moon

peaks sharply at full moon, when the sun is directly behind the

observer. This is in contrast to most terrestrial materials,

which reflect light more or less in accordance with Lambert's

law. Opik (1924) found that the shape of the photometric

function is similar for all types of formations. Further, for

the same type of formation the maximum of the photometric

curve at full moon is independent of position on the lunar disk.

These results have been amply confirmed by the measurements of
Bennett (1938), Fedoretz (1952), van Diggelen (1959), and
others, van Dtggelen confirmed Tschunko's assertion that the
shape of the scattering law with phase angle is nearly independent
of lunar latttude and depends primarily on the lunar lnngttude.
These observations are reviewed by Minnaert (1961) and by
Fessenkov (1962)."

Quoted from the Journal of Geophysical Research, Vol. 68,
No. 15, August, 1963, "A Theoretical Photometric Function
for the Lunar Surface," pages 4571 - 4586, by Bruce W. Hapke.

The reflectance properties of the moon summarized in the quotation

from Hapke have been of interest to astronomers because they provide

information as to the structure and composition of the lunar surface.

Photometric functions derived from astronomical data by different investi-

gators show the same general characteristics, but differ in some important
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details. Because such functions were obtained from Earth-based telescopic

measurements, they represent averages over fairly large lunar regions (on

the order of 100 Kin2). Data from lunar soil samples tndtcate that in

terms of generel characteristics the Earth-based data hold down to smell

surface regions (on the order of a few square centimeters or less). Thus,

the lunar reflectance function primarily results from properties of the

soil rather than from large scale topography. However, there is evidence

indicating that the photometric functions of different lunar regions (mare,

rays, highlands, etc.) are somewhat different although sufficient data do

not exist to quantitatively specify such differences. Lunar rocks whtch

have a much more compact surface compared to soil show a more diffuse

reflectance function and higher albedos than soil and, therefore, must be

treated separately (Reference 1).

Although a substantial amount of optical data have been obtained from

lunar samples, Apollo photography and Surveyor data, insufficient measure-

ments have been made to allow quantitative derivation of a new photometric

function or functions. Therefore, photometric functions based on pre-Apollo

telescopic data have been used throughout the Apollo program. The two most

widely used Earth-based functions are described below along with a brief

mention of more recent data and their implications for visibility studies.*

3.1.2 Geometry

The geometrical framework presented in Section 2, although useful for

mission and visibility analyses, is redundant and awkward for a description

of the lunar photometric function itself. Empirical and theoretical

results have shown that the lunar function can be reduced to d two-variable

form as shown in Figure 3-1a. One variable is the phase angle (g) which

was already introduced as the angle between the view and sun vectors. The

other is usually termed the alpha angle (-<) or, in astronomical usage, the

luminance longitude. Alpha is measured on the plane formed by the sun and

view vectors (phase plane) by projecting the surface normal at the viewed

point onto the phase plane and then taking alpha as the angle between the

normal projection and the view vector. If the view vector falls between

Some results of the present study which bear on the lunar photometric
function are presented in Sections 5 and 6.
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the normal projection and the sun vector alpha is positive, otherwise

alpha ts negative as shown in Ftgure 3-1b. When observed from the Earth,

the luminance of the lunar surface is approximately constant along a line

of constant longitude but virtes with latitude. Altne of constant

longitude is equivalent to a 11ne of constant o<angle, hence the name

"luminance longitude." A representation of the alpha and phase angles

in astronomical terms (moon viewed from Earth) is shown tn Ftgure 3-2.

Note that alpha Is dependent on surface slope, except in the special

case where the slope direction Is such that the normal projection on the

phase plane does not change. Thts fact is the basis for the statement

in Section 2 that lunar surface slope and luminance are related. Note

also that the values of phase and alpha and, hence, the surface luminance

are Independent of an azimuthal rotation of the surface around the

surface normal*. Finally, note that the phase angle and phase plane are

independent of surface orientation.

3.l.3 Standard Photometric Functions

The lunar photometric function used in the present study was derived

by JPL (Reference 2) from data obtained by Syttnskaya and Sharanov

(Reference 3) and is graphed in Figure 3-3. This function, also termed

the Lunar Reflecttvlty Model (LRH), expresses the relationship:

wllere -

= + (g,_)

is the reflectance factor
g is the phase angle

o(ts the alpha angle.

Note that _ is plotted as a function of o(with g a parameter.

The value of _ is a normalized ratio of reflected to incident light

that obtains for a givens<and g and is normalized to l.O at g = 0

(zero phase). The actual luminance of the viewed point is found by:

*This implies that the fine structure of the lunar soil does not show

regular differences as a function of the azimuthal angle.
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where -

L... xEsxfn

L = luminance (lumens/unit area/unit soltd angle)

ES= solar illumination (lumens/unit area)

_n = normal albedo of the lunar surface*

Several significant relationships can be seen from Ftgure 3-3.

Firstly, consider the luminance change due to a slope variation for two

inlttal viewing conditions: 1) postttvecKangle; and 2) negattveo<angle.

These effects are illustrated in Figure 3-4.

A I0° phase angle is shown and for simplicity in-plane viewing is

assumed (normal, view and sun vectors in same plane). The SEA is taken as

300 , thus the VEA is 400 for the positive alpha case and 200 for the nega-

tive alpha case. Case A (positive alpha angle) shows that _ varies from

0.55 to 0.49 for a slope change of 0° to lO°; Case B (negative alpha angle)

shows that _ remains constant at 0.65 for the same slope change. Thus, the

luminance differences between identically sloped areas can be strongly

dependent on the sign of alpha. Further, an area viewed under a positive

alpha becomes brighter as it is tilted towards the observer, whereas an

area viewed under negative alpha becomes darker or remains unchanged

(consider a 100 change in alpha for a phase angle of I00 ° as an example of

surface darkening).

Secondly, note that negative alpha values correspond roughly to the case

where the VEA is less than the SEA. This is exactly true for the in-plane

case and is approximately so for out-of-plane angles. For small phase

angles (less than 200 or 30o) the curves of _ versus o(are nearly flat for

a negative alpha angle. It is this portion of the phase-alpha space that

more exactly defines the washout region introduced in Section 2.0, than

WNormal albed'o is the ratio of actual surface luminance to that of a

Lambertian surface with a total albedo of 1.0, when both are illuminated

and viewed normally. Note that two surfaces can have equal normal albedos
but different total albedos (ratio of total reflected flux to total inci-

dent flux, often called Bond albedo, see--e-R'eference4, page 306).
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does the simpler criterion of VEA less than SEA.* Also note that at large

phase angles slope contrasts are substantial even for a negative alpha

angle and with the VEA less than the SEA (this is illustrated by the down-

sun view in Figure 2-7 for which the phase angles are large over the entire

scene).

Finally, note that at zero phase the value of + is maximum (unity) and

is independent of alpha, i.e., alpha is undefined at zero phase. Thus, the

luminance at a surface point is independent of the viewing direction if the

point is seen at zero phase:

Lo xEsxY'n

=l.OxEsx_ n

Thus, not only does the lunar surface exhibit strong retro-reflective

properties (reflection is maximum at zero phase when view and sun vectors

are parallel), but the amount of light reflected under such conditions is

constant, regardless of the viewing angle. The fact that the lunar disk

appears equally bright over its entire surfece at full moon when close to

zero phase (no decrease at the edges as would be the case for a diffuse

reflecting surface) is a consequence of this phenomenon. That is, at full

moon the phase angle is about 1.5° for all points on the surface, whereas

the alpha angle varies from 0° (near the center) to -90° (at the edges).

The photometric function presented above is the one presently used by

most investigators for estimating luminance levels of the lunar surface

(camera exposure, visibility calculations, etc.). A function based on data

obtained by Feaoritz (Reference 5) which was also curve-fitted by JPL

(Ref. 6) has been a main alternative to the LRM and shown in Figure 3-5.

It is different from the LRM in that the curves of + versus_( have much

larger slopes in the small phase angle-negative alpha regions. Thus, the

Fedoritz function would predict larger contrasts (due to slopes) in the

washout region and, hence, better visibility of surface features. Other

photometric functions and analytical formula describing such fur_ctions have

been proposed (see References 4, 7, & 8).

t

The best definition of the washout region, of course, is in terms oF what

can actually be seen when viewing down-sun.
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3.l.4 Lunar Surface Models

A theoretical model was developed by Hapke to explatn lunar opttcal

properties (References 9 and 10). This model, based on laboratory data,

as well as theow, was advanced prior to the opportunity for direct examina-

tion of the surface and has been proven essentially correct. Hapke showed

that the surface layer must be composed of small particles on the order of

19_4diameter or less (but larger than the wavelength of ltght), which are

loosely piled on top of each other and adhere so as to form an intricate

structure with many spaces and interstiches. Under a microscope, this

structure has a "dendritic growth" appearance to which the name "fairy

castles' was given (see Figure 3-6). Such soil has a high porosity (ratio

of empty soace to soil). If the albedo of the individual particles is

small, Hapke showed that the reflectance properties of such soils are simi-

lar to those of the moon (Reference 11). Examination of lunar samples has

proven this model correct (Reference 12). The "fairy castle" structure can

be seen in returned sotl samples and in close-up stereo photography of the

lunar surface, the lunar particle size distributions, indeed, show the major-

ity of particles to be less than 10 m diameter, and the porosity is in the

predicted range.*

3.1.5 Discussion

The significance of the lunar photometric functions for the present

study, Is that one or more such functions had to be selected for calculations

of visibility predictions as well as for planning and interpretation of the

Apollo 14 tests. In spite of the fact that all proposed functions have the

same general form, their differences result in quite different visibility

estimates; predictions based on the LRM, Fedoritz and Hapke functions will

be compared with the results of the present study in Section 6.0. As indi-

cated above, studies on lunar samples have confirmed prior models of lunar

reflectance properties, but have not supplied enough data tu warrant

revision of the te!escopic-derlved results.

A Boeing study (Reference 12) determined values of the Hapke parameters

for many luna- areas based on photo-electric telescopic measurements.

See, also, Section 6.4 and Appendix E of the present report.
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3.2 Vtsibtlit_ Calculations for Lunar Features

This section describes the procedures used to calculate the visibility

of lunar surface features. The definition of visibility terms and the basic

data and relationships used to detomtne visibility are gtven in 3.2.1.

Geometrical models of |unar features used to ca|culate feature contrasts are

presented in 3.2.2.

3.2.1 Vtsibtltt_ Models

The visibility of any object is a function of its angular size (solid

angle subtended by the object at the observer's eye) and its luminance con-

trast. Contrast is a basic parameter in studies of visual performance and

is defined as:*

C = LT " LB = LT - l.O

LB LB

where -

LT = target luminance

LB = background luminance

Visibility data are obtained, for instance, by exposing a target of

fixed angular size to a subject for a pre-determined time and asking the

subject to indicate whether he saw it. Target contrast is varied by the

experimenter over a range from undetectlble to detectible for a large

number of such exposures and the results are expressed as a function of the

percentage of correct responses obtained at each contrast level as illus-

trated in Figure 3-7. The contrast associated with a particular percentage

value (usually 50%) is called the contrast threshold (CT).

If such data are collected for a range of target angular sizes a func-

tion relating CT to target size is obtained as illustrated in Figure 3-8.

This type of function is the basic relationship used for visibility pre-

dictions to divide the contrast-size space into regions of "visible" and

"not-vlsible."

Two other common contrast measures are contrast ratio CR = LT / LB, and

modulation ratio, CM - LT - LB / LT + LB •

I
k_ ; ..........
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Many factors other than size and contrast affect target visibility.

Some of these factors relate to input variables such as target shape,

extent o¢ contrast homogeneity of the target and of the background, wave-

length of 11ght used, overall light level to which the eye is adapted, and

exposure time. Other factors relate to subject effects such as training,

knowledge of the locations and/or times at which the signal will occur,

state of alertness and attention, and decision criteria (how obvious the

signal must be before he or she says yes).

Constraints placed on the observer's response mode also w111 affect

the experimental outcome. For instance, if the observer ts allowed to

give a "yes or no" response, he or she will establish a perceived signal

level criterion which must be exceeded on any given trial before respond-

ing "yes." If he or she is forced to choose between two alternatives

(e.g., signal appearing in one of two possible locations), he or she must

then make a "forced choice" and, because what seems to the observer as

"random guesses" are in fact correct at a higher than chance level, he or

she will be correct more often than when responding in atyptcal "yes-no"

situation, resulting in a lower apparent threshold.* Finally, if a reward-

cost schedule is applied to the observer's responses (rewarding "hits,"

punishing "false alarms_ for instance), the observer will modify his or her

response probabilities accordingly.

The point of the above discussion ts to emphasize problems encountered

in the interpretation of visibility data. The particular set of threshold

data used for predictions must be applicable to the actual situation. For

example, in the case of landmark recognition, the crew has been thoroughly

trained with photographs and simulator runs on recognition of a limited

number of possible targets and, therefore, one would expect them to make

correct Judgements with less information required than if they were asked

to detect targets in an entirely new situation. Data obtained, for instance,

under conditions of unknown target location might not be applicable to

landmark recognition, but would apply to obstacle detection, a_ the locations

6
The concepts embodied tn statistical decision theory which separate system
sensitivity from decision criterion have been applied to analyze this
situation in human performance (Reference ]3).
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of small features are not known pre-fltght, whereas the shapes and loca-

tions of major landmarks are known.*

In practice, visibility esttmttons are typtca]]y based on well con-

trol led ]aboratory data obtat ned wtth re1 art ve]y s tmpl e input conft gura-

ttons (e.g., uniform ctrcular targets). Corrections or transformations

of these data to field conditions are then made using results of other

experiments comparing field and laboratory situations or data from

experiments investigating such factors as know]edge of target position,

training, payoffs, etc. Exceptions to this procedure would be the case

where the visual appearance of the target can be realistically simulated

with modelling and/or photographic techniques and visibility data can be

obtained directly in experiments using such simulations of the real

scene .**

Several choices of laboratory data sets are avat]ab]e for use in

' visibility predictions. The most we]]-known set were obtained by Blackwell

at the Tiffany Foundation (Reference 16) in ]944 - 46. Experimental condi-

tions included both "yes-no" and "forced-choice" methods, circular '

uniformly illuminated targets (0.6 to 360 arc min. diameter range) and

_ a background luminance range from 0 to lO00 ft.-L. Over 300,000 observa-

tlons were obtained. Typical results given as plots of threshold contrast
E

versus angular size for several background luminances are given in Figu.e 3-9.

Although these data still represent the most extensive series of measure-

ments available, another set of measurements by Tay]or (Reference 17) was

I used for the present work. The Blackwe]l data were obtained with target
exposure times of six seconds (forced-choice) and 13 seconds (yes-no), thus

introducing the possibility of a vtsual search factor into the results.Although additional work by Blackwe11 and others (Reference 18) examined

the Influence of exposure time, it was felt best to use Taylor's data,

which were for a short exposure time, and then to modify them in order to

account for additional search time, tf desired.

That a situation assumed to be well learned can be altered into a "new"

one, was Illustrated on the Apol]o 15 mission, where false information as
to position of the ground-track prior to high-gate led to inappropriate
guidance actions on the part of the CDR, which in turn led to a discrepancy
between the actual and expected vt: al scene. This disparity, coupled w; th
a lower distinctiveness of ]andmark patterns than expected, resulted in an
Inability to positively recognize some terratn features during descent
(Reference 14).

**A more complete discussion of visibility procedures can be found in Ref. 15.
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The Taylor data were obtained for a 0.33 sec. exposure time and a

forced-choice situation. This duration was chosen because the average eye

fixation time for visual seaech is about ]/3 second; thus, It was assumed

by Taylor that a target exposure time of 1/3 second when the eye is more-

or-less continuously fixated at the target point is equivalent (tn terms

of contrast threshold) to the free search case where the target is con-

tinuously present and the eye fixates on it for 1/3 second. Although this

assumption is unproven experimentally, these data seemed a better base than

did the B1ackwe11 data for analysis of the lunar problem.

Two transformations were app]ted to the Taylor data to relate them to

the lunar landing case. These transform the 50% contrast threshold level

reported by Taylor to a 99% level (near certainty of detection) and the

forced-choice response to the higher threshold expected for a yes-no

response (more applicable to an operational situation). Each transforma-

tion multiplies the threshold contrast by a factor of two, giving a total

factor of four.* That is, the threshold cont;-ast value, CT, used for the

visibility calculations is related to the original 50¢ probability, forced

choice data, CT, by:

C_ : 4 CT

Curves of CT and C_ versus angular size are given in Figure 3-30, which

also shows the equatton that was curve-fitted to the C÷- angular subtense

relationship for computer use. The use of the C_-- angular stze curve in

connection with models of lunar feature contrast ts discussed in the next

section.

3.2.2 Contrast Models

An important consequence of the slope dependence of the lunar photo-

metric function is that it can be used to compute contrasts of lunar fea-

tures. Given a geometrical model or an actual topographical description,

a surface feature can be divided into a matrix of small areas, the

For a discussion of these "field factors," see References 15 and 19.
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luminance of each area computed from its slope for given values of VEA

and SEA from the photometric function and, finally, an average contrast is

computed for the feature as a whole by summing and averaging the contrasts

of each small area.

Several CO_M_uter programs of this type were developed using various

geometrical models of craters and protuberances. An early study of coni-

cal and spherically shaped protuberances using several simplifying assump-

tions concerning the photometric function was provided by Cole (Reference

20). Hughes Aircraft Company extended their protuberance and crater models

developed for Surveyor landing analyses to visibility studies.* Their models

(Reference 21) consisted of eight-sided craters and protuberances (eight

plane triangles approximating a spherical section). A program developed at

It_SA/MSC using a spherical section crater was modified by TRW and has been

used extensively in contrast predictions (References 22 and 23). Additional

work on this problem has been conducted by others, including a Bellcomm

(now Bell Labs) program (Reference 24) which accepts lunar topographic data

as input and can, therefore, compute contrast data for specific lunar fea-

tures, whereas all of the other programs n_ntJoned only consider simple

geometrical forms. A recent TRN program was developed which uses a trun-

cated cone model, in which separate albedos can be input for the wall and

floor, a convenient model for simulating relatively flat-bottomed craters,

especially in the case where a crater wall is of htgher albedo than its

floor (Reference 25).

All of these models, however, follow a simtlar logic: given a speci-

fied feature geometry, the luminances of a matrix of points covering the

feature are determined, and these luminances are then averaged to determine

a contrast value with respect to a background of some arbitrary slope

(usually assumed to be horizontal). Various luminance averaging

This study by HAC also reports on the only laboratory experimental

visibility tests conducted to examine lunar feature visibility.
Copper oxide dust was used to simulate lunar soil reflectance pro-

perties. However, the maximum SEA used was 15o, so that comparison

with the results of the Apollo test (where the SEA ranged from 20°

to 30o for most targets) could not be made.
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techniques have been employed. In addition, the visible shadow region

(if any) produced by the feature is calculated. The areas of the sha-

dowed region and the non-shadowed region are then calculated tn terms of

the soltd angle subtended at the observer's position. Finally, the cal-

culated angular sizes and contrasts are compared to the visibility

criteria discussed above to determine if the feature is visible for the

given viewing and illumination conditions. Some questions and problems

in the use of this technique are considered.

Lunar features, including the spherical and conical geometrical

models, are not of untfom contrast, whereas nearly all of the available

experimental work have used uniform targets viewed against uniform back-

grounds (as did, for example, both Blackwell and Taylor). Very few data

are available which are based on non-uniform targets and backgrounds and

which can be used to quantify such effects. An Illustration of the lumi-

nance pattern in a typical lunar crater will clarify this point. Figure

3-11 illustrates the luminance patterns observed in a crater seen under

fairly low SEA conditions. Note the three distinct areas: l) the geome-

tric shadow (GS) is that area blocked from the sun which does not receive

any illumination; 2) the bright side (BS) is that area where the average

luminance is greater than that of the average background, and 3) the dark

side (DS) is that area darker than the average background. The BS and DS

are photometric function effects, that is the slopes of these areas are

such as to make them brighter or darker than the background.* As the

viewing and illumination conditions change, of course, the relative pro-

portion of each of these regions changes.

Within the BS and DS areas, a range of luminances may be encountered

from nearly equal to the background to less or greater than the background.

Further, the frequency distribution of luminances will change as viewing/

illumination conditions change. Thus, two problems are posed for the pre-

diction of lunar feature visibility:

The dark side has also been termed the photometric shadow, as its

darkness Is due to photometric effects rather than to blockage of
illumination.
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l)

2)

Should a weighting function be applted when averaging
luminances for gtven area (for instance, should a point
of high luminance be weighted more than a point just
slightly higher than the background luminance)?

How should one compute visibility esttmtes for a target
involving bright/dark contiguous areas (i.e., dark shadow
next to a bright region)?

As stated, very few data relevant to these toptcs were available at the

ttme thts work was originally formu]ated. One experiment dealing with con-

tiguous light/dark areas dtd indicate that such areas could be treated

Independently* (Reference 26). Although some data dtd exist pertaining to

contrast weighting over a non-uniform target, It was not deemed sufficient

to allow a choice of a weighting function (Reference 27).** Therefore, a

simple luminance average was used, but the BS, DS, and GS areas were treated

as Individual targets.

If the GS _ a true shadow (LT = 0), it would have a contrast of -I.0:

Cs = LT - LB = -LB= -l.O

LB LB

However, illuminated lunar regions in the vicinity of the shadow ;catter

light into the shadowed region. An estimate was made of the shadow luminance

based on Apollo 8 observations (Reference 28), and this value was used to

estimate shadow contrast, which was found to be Cs = -0.96. In practice,

thls is a negligible distinction, as this value is very hlgh compared to

typical BS and DS values (which are on the order of O.l, or less) and,

therefore, shadows tend to dominate visibility, if they exist at all.

t

For independent treatment to be valid, however, the ang|e subtended by
each region must be large enough to allow that region to be independently
resolved by the eye. Otherwise, the bright and dark regions must be
averaged (i.e., a black and white checkerboard will be seen as a grey
square tf the individual cells cannot be resolved).

t_

See, however, the HAC study (Reference 2l) in which a weighting function
was used.
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F.

A final problem to be dlscussed here concerns target shape and angu-

lar size. As mentioned, the size variable related to visibility Is the

solld angle subtended by the target,* Within an aspect ratio range of

1:I to 1:7 it has been found that shape is a relatively unimportant

variable; that is, a square 10 x 10 w111 have about the same contrast

threshold as a 0.1 ° x 10° rectangle. As the aspect ratios of most lunar

features fall below the 3:7 criterion (an exception might be the case of

a long, thin shadow arc) shape was ignored. As noted tn Sectton 3.2.3,

the visibility data used for this study are expressed tn terms of the

angular subtense of the diameter of a circular target, rather than the

solid angle itself. The fact that threshold contrast is relatively in-

dependent of shape and depends only on the subtended angle, allows one

to compute an equivalent circular area for an irregularly shaped target

and then to compare the angular subtense of the equivalent circular area

with the visibility curves. That is, the area of the target is computed

(taking the viewing geometry into account) and then the diameter of a

circle of equal area to the target is found, and the angular subtense of

this diameter is compared to the visibility threshold curves.

The above description applies to the logic used in developing the

crater visibility program employed by TRW. The crater geometries available

are either a spherical section or a truncated cone (rims are not considered);

any combination of albedo, VEA and SEA can be employed and that the output

consists of separate visibility data for each crater region (BS, DS, GS)

as well as for an overall average of all BS and DS points. A typical input

and output is shown in Figures 3-12 and 3-13. Inputs include the SEA, VEA,

SRA, observer altitude, crater diameter-to-depth ratio, crater albedo and

background albedo. Crater wail slope, wall albedo and floor albedo must

also be input for the conical crater model. Outputs consist of the viewing/

illumination geometry inputs for documentation, the value of _(o(,g) for the

horizontal background, background luminance, and the crater visibility data.

The latter include the proportions of total viewed area occupied by each

GS, DS, and BS sub-area, the contrast calculated for each sub-area, and the

*Some investigators have held that perimeter is a more useful variable than

is total area, i.e., visibility is dependent on an edge detection process.
See Reference 29.
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diameter of the smallest detectible crater which results in that sub-area

being visible for the given altitude. In addition, cross-range and down-

range distances from the observer's nadir to the viewed point are provided;

if a target diameter is input, then the program also calculates the angular

subtended areas for the given crater size. The use of this program for

visibility predictions is discussed in the next sectton.

3.3 Visibiltt_ Predictions

Typical predictions generated by the crater visibility model are

presented in this section. Such predictions have been made for many view-

ing situations including surface and orbital as well as for the descent

case. Only a few examples are presented here to indicate the general form

of the results and thelr Interpretatlon.

Figure 3-14 gives visibility predictions for a landing case for a

5,000 foot altitude and a 250 SEA. The LRM was used for these calculations.

Shown in the figure are the LM nadir, a scale of range in feet from the

landing point, a sun-relative azimuth scale and contours of minimum visible

crater diameters. The albedo input to the program was set equal to that of

the background (that is, luminance differences between the crater and back-

ground are due entirely to geometric shadow or photometric/slope effects).

All data are for spherical section craters of an 8:1 diameter:depth ratio.*

Note the shaded region, in which the equal albedo craters assumed for the

calculations are predicted as not visible, regardless of their diameter.**

This region corresponds to the negative alpha, low phase angle area men-

tioned in Section 3.1.1 and is the analytlcal description of the washout

region depicted in Figures 2-5 and 2-9. Not only will equal albedo craters

be difficult or imposslble to see in this area, but so will any other

feature whose albedo is low or equal to that of its background. Thus, the

crater visibility model provides a means of separating good and poor visi-

bility regions. Note also that the landing point (which is seen at a 230

view elevation angle) is within the washout region and that the washout

boundary is at a SRA of about 400 .

Steeper craters will in general be of higher detectibility, shallower

craters will be of lower detectibility.

**"Equal albedo craters" is used to refer to the case where the soil covering

the crater and its background area have the same albedo.

t
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The effect of an albedo difference between a crater and its back-

ground is also shown in Figure 3-14. The numerals tn the shaded washout

area indicate mtntmum visible diameters for craters whose albedos are 10%

greater than that of the background. As wt11 be shown later, even a few

percent albedo difference tends to make a crater eastly vtstble tn the

washout. Such conclusions have been borne out by observational experience,

in that higher albedo features stand out clearly tn the washout region, the

more so as this area takes on a rather flattened, homogeneous appearance

and any bright objects tend to be especially conspicuous.

For comparison, the results of similar calculation for a 100 SEA

descent case are shown in Figure 3-15. The greatly improved visibility

situation is obvious.

,0

!
I

The use of washout boundary plots for examining the effect of SRA, is

illustrated in Figure 3-16, using points taken from Figure 3-14. This

figure shows the consequences of different approach azimuths on the loca-

tions of the washout with respect to a typical landing dispersion ellipse

for a 250 SEA. The sun azimuth is assumed to be go°, and washout boundar-

ies for approach azimuths from go° to 700 are illustrated. As the approach

azimuth moves to the north, so does the washout (the washout is symmetrical

with the sun-line, which is east-west in this example). A sufficiently

large SRA will move the washout away from the site area.

A more pictorial example than the above which shows results of visi-

bility predictions •superimposed on a lunar scene, is given in Figure 3-17.

Thls Is an orbital view exhibiting zero phase in the large crater Ptolemaeus,

which has a mare-like floor with similar reflectance properties to many of the

Apollo landing sites. Two types of calculated visibility data are super-

imposed on this photograph. The first are washout boundaries for steep

(6:1 diameter:depth) and shallow (12:l diameter:depth) craters computed

for the viewing/illumination conditions of this frame. As can be seen, a

fairly wide area is covered between the two boundaries, this included area

corresponds fairly well to the transistion region between the shadowed,

good visibility area and the shadowless, poor visibility area as determined

from the photograph itself. The zero phase point is distinctly visible, as

are regions of high albedo down-range of the washout boundary.
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The second type of data tncluded on the overlay relate to areas showing

equivalent visibility to that predicted for various surface points viewed

during descent on the Apollo 15 mission. The predictions are shown for an

SEA of 23 o and an SRA at the target point of 12.7 °. The frame tn Figure 3-17

was used to simulate surface appearance for selected points at the Apollo 15

stte by first computing crater contrasts at these points as they would be

viewed during descent, and then by finding those points tn the photograph

which have corresponding contrasts. If thts ts done for several altitudes,

a locus of points on the photograph ts determined which simulate the visi-

bility situation at the corresponding point during descent. Such a match

cannot be done exactly, of course, and its valtdtty also depends on a

general similarity between the terrain at the site and in the photograph,

but it does provide a useful pictorial illustration of the results of

visibility predictions. Two such loctt are shown: l) points in the photo-

graph corresponding to visibility at the landing point (straight line

marked landing point); and, 2) points in the photograph corresponding to

visibility at a point north of the ground track (curved line marked point 1).

The landing point line ts at a constant SRA of 12.70 (as the landing point

lies on the ground track, its SPA remains constant during descent). It is

obvious from the figure that the zero phase region itself is not a critical

factor due to the large SPA at the landing point; however, visibility at the

landing point can be seen to change from a situation In which shadows aPe

generally present at 5,727 feet altitude to a moderately "washed out" condi-

tion at lower altitudes (3,12l feet to 1,034 feet) with marked improvement

below 1,O00 feet (503 feet). This variation ts due to the variation tn the

VEA during descent.

The visibility situation at Point 1 is much worse than at the landing

point, as can be seen from the second line, which indicates this surface

region is close to zero phase for part of the descent and remains in the

washout region for altitudes below about 4,000 feet.
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In analyzing the visibility situation at a given stte the particulars

of that stte and mission are also considered (as discussed above in

Section 2.7) as well as are the results of the type of analysts described

In this sectton. However, the matertal presented here should provide a

general ptcture of some of the uses of the analytical visibility models.

3.4 Limitations of Anal_t!cdl Approach

The analytical approaches presented above depend on simplifying

assumptions concerning terrain models, photometric functions and vtsual

performance. The visibility tests described in the following sectton were

designed to obtatn data tn the lunar environment whtch could be used to

validate and ex_end the mathematical models.

i •
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U')
I1'

TARGET:

8

o/ I
CT(A) CT(B) CT(C)

CONTRAST

Figure 3-7. Typical Detection Results for Repeated Presentation of

Visual Signals of Different Contrasts for Three Target

Angular Sizes, A > B > C. CT(i) Indicates Threshold

Contrast Taken as the 50% Correct Point for Each

Angular Size.

N

NOT VISIBLE REGION _

THRESHOLD CONTRAST --_

Figure 3-8. Illustration of Subtended Angle Versus

Threshold Contrast Function
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10.0

1.0

0.1
0.001

C, CONTRAST

F;gure 3-10. Threshold Contrast Versus Angular Diameter Data from Taylor (Ref,,rence 17). The

C T Curve is Taylor's Data for 50% Probability of Detect;on, the CT_ Curve Includes

Transformation for Forced-Choice to Yes-No and 50°o to 99_o Detection Probability.

Points are Taylor's Data_ Curve_ are Least ;quares Fit From the Equation Given Above.

0
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Figure

DARK SIDE
(PH OTOME TRIC
SHADOW)

BRIGHT / GEOMETRIC

SIDE _f__ SHADOW

3-11.
Photojraph of Lunar Crater [llustratin]
Geometric Shadow., Dark Side _rhhotor_etric
_}la-d-ow) , aIfld _ri ]h-t Side I_o'(_ _ I0 h _ ......

ILLUMINATION
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I
SCRATER

? NS= I
? SELV=30.98
? DIAM=6. t
? DIA"I I074
? VELVt33.0i
? RAZIsd,76
? ALT" 3d9703
? AL,BC=. 1047
? ALBB= • I 0
?ePT feN= !
? $

Figure 3-12.

SUN ELEVATION ANGLE
DIAMETER TO DEPTH RATIO
DIAMETER IN FEET
VIEW ELEVATION ANGLE
SUN RELATIVE AZIMUTH ANGLE
ALTITUDE IN FEET
CRATER ALBEDO
BACKGROUNDALBEDO
PRINTS SUBTENDED ANGLES

Input Example for Crater Contrast Program.

PH= 4.518 ALPH= 33. 454 REF" .780
5EL=30.98 VEL=33.01 AZm 4.76 DTDm 6,1 BLM" 970

ALB=.I05 AGS= ,0020 APS= .1613 ABSw .8367 APB=
CGS= -.9581 CPS= *.0625 CBS= .0550 CPB=
DGS= 523! DPS= 4948 DB5= 2750 DPB=

SGS= 2.09 SPS m 18,71 SBS= 42.62 SPB=

CRS= 39540 _Nm 47 5404ALT= 349703

.9980

.0360
8267

46.5_

PH,ALPH,REF,BLM

SEL,VEL,AZ,DTD,ALB

AGS,APS,ABS,APB

CGS,CPS,CBS,CPB

DGS,DPS,DBS,DPB

SGS,SPS,SBS,SPB

CRS,DWN

= phase angle, alpha angle, reflectance value, and
luminance of horizontal surface at viewed point.

- input data.

- relative crater areas of geometric shadow, photo-
metric shadow, bright side, and combined bright
stde and photometric shadow.

= contrasts of relative crater areas as above.

• minimum visible crater diameter required for

visibility of each crater area as above.

• equivalent subtended angle of each crater area for
tnput diameter.

• cross-range and down-range in feet of viewed point
from observer nadir.

Figure 3-13. Output Example for Crater Contrast Program.
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WASHOUT
REGION

1_ J

15 10 5

DOWNRANGE

l.IJ

O
Z

-io 

O

5

SRA

20°

10°

5 10

U PRANGE

LM APPROACH PATH

SUN

15 AZIMUTH

WASHOUT BOUNDARIES
FOR CORRESPONDING
SRA VALUES

20 °

I0_

0 o

10

15 FEET x 10-3

Figure 3-16. Effect of Approoch Azimuth on Location of Washout Boundary with

Respect to Landing Site (Ellipse). Data shown for a 5000 Foot

Altitude, 25 ° SEA (O: LM Nadir!
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4.0 TEST PROCEDURES

4.1 Approach

Consideration of mtssion time-lines, observation time requirements

and test flexibility led to the lunar orbital period as the only feasible

mission phase for test conduct. As the crew is heavily occupied with

pre-descent operations prior to descent and with scientific observations

and trans-Earth insertion preparation after LH rendezvous, the observations

were scheduled to be conducted by the CMP during the LN surface stay period.

In planning the visibility tests, it was assumed that the descent

visibility situation was the most critical and that the observation condi-

tions from orbit should be chosen to closely simulate the descent case.

However, the results would also be applicable to surface operations, as the

basic area of interest for either case is the washout region.

Simulation studies were conducted to determine the errors in simulat-

ing the descent viewing conditions by use of orbital observations. A com-

plete time history of viewing conditions during descent to a given point in

the site cannot be simulated with orbital measurements; however, segments of

the descent viewing conditions can be matched approximately with segments

of orbital viewing conditions. Furthermore, a point-by-point comparison

is possible, in which an orbital viewing condition at a given time is found

which is equivalent to a given descent viewing condition. On this basis,

it was determined that useful data could be obtained from orbit.

As mentioned previously, a limitation in observational reports of

visibility obtained from prior Apollo missions was the lack of "ground

truth" information. Characteristics of detectable features, such as con-

trast and size, were unknown. Further, even if some features in a given

region were detected, it was not known if others in the same area were

not detected. In the design of the Apollo 14 visual tests, these problems

were minimized by choo_ir; targets prior to the mission and by photographic

documentation during the observation periods. Target features were selected

frnm available Apollo and Orbiter photography and included craters of various

sizes, albedos, and in various terrain backgrounds. Thus, a range of
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observational difficulty and terrain conditions were considered tn addition

to target size and shape.

Photographic coverage of the target features during the visual observa-

tions was provtd_d by an tntervalometer-operated camera. The ftlm record

provided a crittcal ltnk in the analysis of results, as tt is the only means

whereby actual target contrasts and angular sizes can be n_asured. Wtth

this information, target visibility can be correlated wtth target data tn

order to test the analytical models. In addition, tt is posstble to compare

actual target contrasts with those predicted from lunar photometric functions.

Procedures were established by which it was possible to determine the actua-

tion time of each frame, the CSM position in space, and the camera point-

ing direction.

Finally, the crew received extensive training with various visual aids

to familiarize them with the targets and test procedures. Continuous verbal

comments were requested during the observations so that target visibility

could be placed on a time-line and later correlated with viewing conditions

and photographic results. At the conclusion of each observation pass, a

short debriefing was recorded which contained a rating of target visibility

on a four point scale.

4.2 Selection of Target Areas and Observation Procedures

4.2.1 Orbital Pass Geometry

The viewing geometry for an orbital observation pass is shown in

Figure 4-I. Two types of observation passes were included. As shown in

Figure 4-I, a given sun elevatlon angle occurs on two portions of the

ground track, one each on the frontside and the backside of each orbit.

For a frontside pass as the S/C approaches the target, the zero phase

point moves forward from near the S/C nadir to down-range of the target

during the approach. The observer sees the target move from the horizon

towards the S/C, disappearing at the lower edge of his window. During

this time, the observer is looking forward in the direction of S/C motion.

For a backside pass, he must look backwards from the direction of motion,

and the target appears at the lower edge of his window and moves toward

the horizon. In this case, the zero phase point moves from the horizon

towards the S/C nadir.
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Poor visibility occurs when the target is down-range of zero phase

and in the washout region. This condition exists durtng the early portton

of the frontstde (forward-looking) pass and towards the late portion of the

backside (backward-looking) pass. The frontstde case is the mope rigorous

or revealing test, as the target must be acquired in poop visibility condi-

tions with a consequent higher probability of tracking it through the poor

visibility region.

4.2.2 Target Location and Zero Phase Track

The range of sun elevation angles of tmterest are those that would

occur during descent for a launch 24 hours later than nominal: 18° to 25° .

Thus, selection of ground targets for the orbital test was restricted to

the narrow band of longitudes, on the frontside and backside respectively,

which cover this sun elevation range (one degree in sun elevation angle

was about one degree in longitude for the Apollo 14 orbit). A further

restriction on target location arose from the position of the zero phase

track on the lunar surface. Given an opportunity for a large number of

observations, it would be advantageous to select targets at various dis-

placements (sun relative azimuth) from zero phase. Because the number of

observations was limited, target locations were selected which represented

the worst case: zero phase passing over the target.* Furthermore, data

for targets displaced from zero phase could be obtained when the feature

was uprange or downrange of zero phase. Generally, it was not possible

to locate targets directly at zero phase, but in all cases the closest

acceptable targets were chosen.

4.2.3 Selection of Targets and Observational Sequence

Four observation periods during the mission were provided by mission

planners for the visibility tests. These were on Revs 16 and 30, for

both the frontstde and backside opportunities. The four passes were de-

noted 16B, 16F, 30B and 3OF, with F and B standing for frontside and

backside passes, respectively.

*If a target at a given range could be seen under this condition, it cou|d

be seen under nearly all other conditions at the same range.
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A goal of about 20 separate tar)ets had been determined based on

mission constraints and on requirements for a range of target stzes,

albedos, and other characteristics. To meet this goal an average of five

targets per pass should have been selected for each of the four observa-

tion passes. However, it was not thought likely that the CMP could

simultaneously report changing vtstbl itty conditions for ftve targets

in sufficient detatl at the same time.

Rather than reduce the total number of targets, an expanded sun

elevation angle range was decided upon and two target regions were selec-

ted for each pass, wtth two or three targets chosen for each region.

Thus, on a given pa_s the CMP would comment on the first group of targets

until a pre-set time, and then switch hts attention to the second set of

targets. Thts necessitated spacing the two regions at ]east 60 to 7o

apart in longitude, thereby compromising the sun elevation criterion

slightly, i.e., the first region of a frontside pass might be at a sun

elevation angle 300 , with the second at 230 . The observation sequence,

based on this scheme, is shown schematically in Figure 4-2. The target

regions were numbered 1 through 8 in order of observation, i.e., target

regions 1 and 2 on 16B; 3 and 4 on 16F; 5 and 6 on 30B; 7 and 8 on 3OF.

For the target areas selected, the zero phase ground track was

computed from the pre-fltght trajectory and plotted on lunar maps and

photographs.* Lunar photography was examined to determine likely targets

on or near the zero phase track. The quality and relevance of the pre-

mission photography varied considerably - in all cases, target selection

was a compromise between factors such as size, shape, minimum phase angle

during the pass, spacing between the two target regions and albedo.

Albedo was particularly difficult to estimate, as appropriate photography

was generally not available {low phase angles or high sun angles are

necessary to distinguish bright from subdued craters).

Only craters were selected. The reasons were that craters provided a

simpler test of the analytical models used for visibility predictions

and that wlth the relatively few observation opportunities, It was best

not to include another uncontrolled factor (i.e., target type).
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Twenty-one targets were finally selected. Target Identlflcatlons and

1ocatlon data are glven In Table 4-I. The locations of the targets are

shown plctorlally on lunar photomaps In Figures 4-3 (16F), 4-_ (16B), and

4-4b (3_).* These figures also show the CSM ground-track, the zero phase

ground-track and tlm marks showlng corresponding locations of zero phase

and the C_w_1nadlr durlng each pass. The 11ne-of-slght from the C_bq tO

each target a_a Is shown at the tlme zero phase Is closest to the target

area. Addltlonal documentation of tarot Characterlstlcs Is glven In the

Results sectlon.

The times allotted to the observation sequences are gtven tn Table 4-2.

The difference in elapsed time between the first and second target areas

for passes is due to the availability and locations of acceptable targets

in each lunar area. Also, note that the backside passes permitted less

time between the first and second areas (and between initial target acquisi-

tion and passage through zero phase) than did the frontslde passes.

4.3 Photographic Procedures

The Hasselblad Electric Data Camera (HEDC) was used with an 80 mm lens.

The 80 mm lens provided adequate resolution and covered a sufficient field

of view to keep the targets in the frame over the desired time period. The

HEDC camera is equipped with a glass plate with inscribed reseau marks mounted

at the film plane. The plate keeps the film flatter than in the normal

Hasselblad and the reseau marks provide a geometrical reference on the film.

The camera was mounted on a bracket on the hatch window and was actuated by an

intervalometer set for a 20 second interval during the observation passes. An

orbit rate attitude mode was used which maintained a nearly constant spacecraft

attitude with respect to the local orbital coordinate system.

Use of the camera system presented two data reduction problems:

l) determination of the actual times at which frames were taken; and

2) determination of the actual camera pointing angles. Telemetry or on-

board recording of actuation times was not feasible, so the CMP was asked

to give a verbal time mark at the first and last Intervalometer actuations;

the other frame times were derived from these data by the techniques described

w
30F is not shown because this pass was deleted during the mission.
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in Reference 30. The camera pointing angles could not be determined to

better than _ 3o prior to the mission because of uncertainties in hatch

position introduced by the hatch seal. This variability was taken into

account in the pre-fltght specification of the vehicle attitude; camera

position was determined more accurately post-mission by methods described

in the above reference.

Type S0-34g black and white film was used to take advantage of its

high resolution. Pre-fltght calculations indicated that a single exposure

setting was adequate for all lunar areas covered (]/125 sec. at f5.6).

Photographic processing details and calibration are described in Appendix A.

4.4 Training and Observation Procedures

A major reason for using pre-selected targets was the ability to train

the crew on target recognition. For purposes of the visibility tests detec-

tion of a given target should depend on intrinsic visibility of the target

rather than on the difficulty or ease of search and acquisition. That is,

it was desired to measure visibility independently of visual search.

Several sessions were held with the crew to discuss test procedures and

practice target identification. In addition, various visual aids were

supplied to the crew for independent review. The visual aids included:

I)

2)

3)

4)

Books containing nearly all Apollo photography of the targets

and target areas with overlays for many of the photographs

identifying targets, lead-in features, ground track, zero
phase track, etc. A sample of one such photograph with

overlay is shown in Figure 4-5.

A composite movie film of all Apollo 16 mm sequence footage

that covered the target areas which also included strips

showing the relative motion of zero phase for forward and
backward passes.

Lunar photomaps with overlays showing the ground track,

zero phase track, time marks and other pertinent informa-

tion (see Figures 4-3 and 4-4).

A computer generated movie showing a simulated pass over
areas 3 and 4 which was used to portray surface motion

and relative position of features during the pass. Craters

were drawn as simple outlines.
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All of the visual aids except the last were felt to be definitely

useful by the crew. The computer generated movie lacked realtsm because

of the simplified terrain representation, and its intended use as an aid

to develop a sense of timing for the pass was judged of Insufficient impor-

tance to Justify production costs for the remaining passes.

A set of on-board maps and photographs simtlar to those used for

training were developed and included as a section in the CSM on-board

map book. These wmre used for review and target identification prior

to and, if needed, during the observation passes.

A rating scale was developed to provide rank ordering of target

detection difficulty. Because the visibility of each target was expected

to vary considerably during the pass, the rating scale was applied to the

visibility of the targets at closest approach to zero phase. The scale

and definitions of each level are given in Table 4-3.

Many of the procedures described in previous sections were worked out

or refined during the crew briefing sessions with the help of the crew.

In general, the visibility tests were felt to be as complex, if not more so,

than any of the other orbital activities due to the large number of targets

which had to be learned, the requirement for accurate timing as well as

simultaneous photographic and verbal reports, and air-to-ground coordination.

4.5 Ground Support Activities

Three factors necessitated real-time mission support of the visibility

tests: I) the tests would be useful only insofar as the zero phase track

fell close to the targets; 2) a requirement that the targets be photographed

as close as possible to zero phase so that albedo could be measured photo-

metrically; and 3) the need to modify pre-mission camera pointing angles in

the event of a ground track displacement from the nominal. Lateral dis-

persion in the ground track would shift the zero phase track north or south

of its nominal pre-flight position. If these dispersions were too large,

or if observations had to be conducted on a different Rev due to mission

contingencies, zero phase might lie too far from the target for useful results.

In that event, it would be necessary to cancel the observations.

•I
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The reason for the second requirement is that feature albedo can be

measured directly from photography only when the feature is photographed

at or very close to zero phase. The nominal camera start time was planned

to obtain photography at minimum phase angles for all targets in a given

pass, wtthtn the limitations of the 20 sec. tntervalomter period. The

camera start time had to be related to the actual time at which the CSH

was a given dtstance from the targets, thereby requiring an update for the

start time durtng the mtsston. The optimal camera pointing angles similarly

depended on the CSR ground track and also had to be updated.

The TRW CDC 6500 Ttmeshare System at Re_ndo Beach was used to pro-

vide real-time support through a remote terminal located at NASA/MSC.

Trajectory data were supplied as available by MSC and used to compute the

necessary updates. In addition, a set of contingency plans were developed

to provide actions for drastically off-nominal events, and a set of simpli-

fied computation procedures were developed to be used in the event of

computer unavailability.
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TABLE 4-1

APOLLO 14 VISIBILITY TEST TARGET LOCATIONS

TARGET
AREA

3

6

7

TARGET
NAME

1A

1B

1C

2A

2_

:::A

3B

4A

4B

5A

5B

5C

6A

6B

6C

7A

7B

7C

8A

8B

8C

REVISION

16B

16F

30B

30F

TARGET LOCATION

LATITUDE

-6.69

-7.375

-6.53

-8.21

-8.13

-9.416

-8.92

-7.71

-7.36

-8.677

-8.865

-9.02

-9.687

-9.92

-9.81

-4.65

-4.75

-4.

-4. 333

-4.17

-3.98

126.79

128.0

128.56

119.95

120.63

- 3.458

- 4.08

- 14.77

- 14.64

113.45

113.33

113.36

104.854

104.85

105.15

- 18.63

- 19.05

- 18.90

- 24.677

24.375

24.271

+ LATITUDE IS NORTH

+ LONGITUDE IS EAST
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TABI.E 4-2

TIME SEQUENCE FOR EACH OBSERVATION PASS (MIN:SEC)

EVENT

S_rt_servattons
andC_ra

Zero Phase

(First Area)

Swl tch Areas

Zero Phase

(Second Area)

End Observations

(Start Debrief)

End Debri ef

16B

0:0

1:40

3:24

3:54

6:54

7:24

PASS

16F

0:0

3:40

4:32

6:16

7:02

7:32

30B

0:0

1:40

3:06

3:46

6:48

7:18

30F

0:0

3:40

4:00

4:56

5:38

6:08
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TABLE 4-3

_TING SCALE USED TO RANK TARGET VISIBILITY

Definition

No acquisition.

Target possibly acquired but with large uncertainty,

e.g., a bright spot is seen in the target area but

identification as the actual target crater is not

possible.

Target acquired but based on surrounding terrain

features rather than unique features of target,
e.g., a feature visible as an undistinguished blob

is fairly definitely identified as the target

crater by using its location relative to surrounding

features. For this criterion to apply, something

must be visible at the expected target location.

Target is positively acquired based on unique

aspects of its features as well as its surroundings
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/ i. SUN

FRONTSIDE _ _ BACKSIDE

ILLUMINATION CONDITIONS AT TIME
OF OBSERVATIONS. DOTTED REGIONS
ILLUSTRATE TARGET AREAS. (LOOKING
DOWN ON NORTH POLE)

SUN
_f "/FCTOR

LOOKING BACKWARDS TO DIRECTIONj'"
OF MOTION J

//"

.- ('WASHOUT)
-.- WEST

(ZERO PHASE)/-" I,C__

(GOOD),.._. y'_._ J""

j._'"-- BACKSIDE TARGET POINT (TYPICAL)

_i__ _: _'_ TERMINATOR

SUN
VECTOR

"_OOKING IN DIRECTION OF MOTION

C¢_ASHOU_n

_ '_._ZERO PHASE)

(GOOD1

(SUN ELEVATION ANGLE 20 -30 ) ,_____:_-

TERMINATOR b_ "

Figure 4-I. Viewing Geometry for Frontslde and Backside Observation Passes. On backside

Target Area Changes from Good Visibility to Zero Phase to Washout Region as

View Elevation Angle Changes from Larger to Smaller than Sun Elevation

Angle. Opposite Sequence Occurs on Frontslde Pass.
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PASS SWITCH
TARGET EN
AREAS PASS

j_TA -- - "- "-- -i_ WEST

FIRST TARGET AREA SECOND TARGET AREA_
(AREA 3 ON 16 F, (AREA 4 ON 16F,
AREA7 ON 3OF) AREA8 ON 30F)

/

BACKSIDE
PASS

J

SUN

SWITCHS START TARGET
PASS AREAS

1-I 7._-._ _!.__-_ / "__-._. PASS

_ _ WEST

FIRST TARGET AREA SECOND T_E_A _
(AREA I ON 16B, AREA 5 (AREA 2 ON 16B, AREA 6
ON 30B) ON 30B)

Figure 4-2. Observation Sequences for Backs;de and Fmn_slclePassesfor Each Pass. Two Target

Areas Were Defined, the CMP Observed the First Area Until a Preset Time When

he Switched Attention to the Second. (Looking Down From North Pole, Not to Scale_
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C)

©

Figure 4-3. CSM Ground Track and Zero Phase Track for Pass 16F (Areas 3
and 4). Time marks on each track indicate positions of CSM
and zero phase point at corresponding times. Target craters
are idontified.
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Figure 4-4a. CSM Ground Track and Zero Phase Trac_ for Pass 1

and 2). Time marks On each tracP indicate posil

and zero phase _oint at corresponding times. T

are identified.
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CSU Ground Track and Zero Phase Track for Pass 16B (Areas 1
and 3). Time marks On each track indicate positrons of CSU

aridzero phase point at corresponding times. Target craters
are identified.
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5.0 RESULTS

The discussion of results is divided into three main parts. The

first summarizes the quality of the observational and photographic data

compared to that expected; the second summarizes the sequence of data

analysis steps; the third presents the outcome of the tests and conclusions.

Further analysis of the results is given in Section 6. Additional details

on the microdensiometric and data reduction procedures used for determina-

tion of target contrasts are given in Appendix B, and un a target-by-target

breakdown of the CMP's observations in Appendix C.

5.1 Data Duality

Due to malfunctioning of )he Hycon camera which was intended for high

resolution photography of the Descartes area, the 30F visibility pass

(areas 7 and 8) was cancelled in order to obtain additional 70 mm (HEC)

photography of Descartes. For the remaining 15 targets in areas l through

6, the tests proceded as planned and good quality photographic and observa-

tional data were obtained, except for an unforeseen tape dump that occurred

during the 30B pass at the time the CMP was recording his observations. The

CMP noticed the dump and rewound the DSE recorder in time for his debrief;ng

comments, but his real-time comments were lost. In addition, the CMP was

not able to attend closely to the backside targets after they passed down-

range of zero phase (into the washout) because he had to switch attention

to the next target as it approached zero phase. Thus, data on visibility

in the washout were less precise than desired for the backside targets.

Finally, it should be noted that late camera start times of 60 seconds and

40 seconds occurred for Revs 16B and 30B respectively; however, frames

prior to zero phase were obtained for all targets so that no relevant data

were lost.

The above problems are considered relatively minor in view of the

difficulty of the observations and the complexities of planning, crew

training and real-time support activities.
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Most of the photographic frames were of good quality; each target

was photographed under conditions of shadowing and washout and frames

were obtained near minimum phase for each target.* A total of 74 frames

were obtained which exhibit zero phase over a wide variety of terrain

types resulting in a film record which should be useful for lunar photo-

metric studies, in addition to its use in the present study.

5.2 Data Analysis

5.2.1 CMP Observations

The CMP's observations were recorded in the form of voice tapes with

accompanying time tracks. Transcriptions were made of the tapes from each

of the three passes and times were correlated with his comments. Ratings

of zero phase visibility during the inflight debriefing period were ob-

tained for all targets according to the scale described in Section 4.0.

Additional information was obtained from the CMP at the post-mission

Photographic Debriefing Session (Reference 31). Finally, the CMP was

asked to compare a series of prints made with different contrast ranges

to his memory of the actual lunar scene (Reference 32).

5.2.2 Timing Analysis

Values of viewing parameters (VEA, SEA, phase,o(, etc.) during each

pass were determined and placed on a common time-line with the CMP's

comments and the actuation time of each photographic frame. The time-

line was derived from an analysis of post-flight trajectory data, knowledge

of the intervalometer period, and the start and stop camera voice marks

supplied by the CMP (Reference 30). Although a certain amount of iteration

and approximation was required due to incomplete or ambiguous data, the

final times are believed accurate to l or 2 seconds. The obtained viewing

parameter time histories are very close to those predicted pre-mission.

As zero phase did not actually pass directly over the targets, the expres-
sion "minimum phase" is used to indicate the time and corresponding value

of phase angle at which the smallest phase angle occurred for a given tar_let

during a pass.
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Tables 5-1a, b, c through 5-3a, b, c, are reproduced from Reference 30

and present trajectory and viewing parameter data corresponding to each

photographic frame for all passes and targets. Table 5-I is for 16B,

5-2 is for 16F, and 5-3 is for 30B. The first table (A) of each group

of three, presents vehicle location and sub-solar point location at the

time of each frame. The second two tables (B, C) give SEA, VEA, g,o(,

look angles, etc., for each target for each frame for the first and second

target areas of the pass.

5.2.3 Measureme.nt_of Target Contrasts

The measurement of target crater contrasts from the film record was

an essential aspect of the visibility tests. This proved to be an extreme-

ly time-consuming task and one which slowed the progress of the entire data

reduction effort. The procedure followed was:

l) A sub-set of targets was selected from the fifteen that were
observed; at ieast three frames were selected per target such
that each was included under conditions of outside the washout

region, at photographic minimum phase," arid in the washout

region (for some targets two frames in the washout were selected).

Dual considerations of economy and appropriateness resulted in

the selection of seven of the fifteen observed targets for

microdensiometric analysis. Three targets (IA, 2B, 6A) that

were not acquired or whose acquisition was questionable, were

rejected for analysis. Targets 4A and 4B_proved to be of very
high albedo and were observed at a low 15_ SEA, so that their
inclusion would not have added much information. Targets 2A

and IB were scanned, but they were left out of the analysis;
due, in part, to a lack of time and, in part, because it was

felt their analysis would be especially difficult due to

shape (IB) or background (2A). Target 5C was scanned, but was

dropped because it became obscured by a hill after moving into

the washout region. The targets and frames that were analyzed
are indicated in Table 5-4.

As the intervalometer could not be set to actuate at the actual minimum

phase point for all targets, the smallest phase angles on the photo_ranh/

are somewhat greater than the actual minimum phase.
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A rectangular region on each frame which included the target

crater was scanned by a vendor,* usin_ a microdensitometer
with a 16)xm scan spacing and a clrcular aperture with a 16)wm

diameter. The resulting digital nu_ers (DN's) representing
the sampled photographic density values over a possible range

from 0 to 4, were recorded on magnetic tape. A typical scan

area size for a single targe_ was 2.4 mm x 3.2 mm correspond-
ing to 150 x 200 or 3.0 x lO" sample points.

The magneLic tapes provided by the vendor were recoded to a
format compatible with the TRW computer system.

A sequence of data processing steps were conducted to arrive

at a contrast value of each target crater, using computer

programs written for this purpose:

a) A numerical x-y listing (THPRNT) of each of the sampled

areas was generated to determine the density range for

that target area and to check for data anomalies (see
Figure 5-I).

b) A Calcomp x-y plot (APPLOT) was made in which four or

five exposure levels were coded by symbols of different

densities to reconstruct the original image. Because
each plotted point could be related to its position

in the scan matrix, the target crater boundaries could

be related to the scan coordinate system. The target

contours were then approximated by ellipses of arbitrary
orientations and aspects (for regularly shaped target

patterns) or by polygons (for irregularly shaped target

patterns). A representative sample of APPLOT outputs

and contour approximations _s given in Figures 5-2, 5-3,
and 5-4. A discussion of the probable errors in this

process is given in Appendix B.

c) The target contour coordinates were input into a third
program (ALTARG) which computed contrasts and sizes of

the various target regions (bright side, dark side, and

eometric shadow) against a defined background region
backgrounds were annuli of the same shape, but larger

than the target). Contrasts and target regions were de-

fined in the same manner as for the analytical models

discussed in Section 3.0, al]owing a direct comparison
between analytical predictions and observational results.

Equivalent circular subtended angles were determined for

each target area from knowledge of the number of sample

points in each area, camera parameters, and viewing

geometry (see Appendix D).

Photometric Data Systems, Inc., Webster, ,_ew York.
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d) Several sets of target and background area boundary delinea-

tions were made for each target on each scan in order to
determine sensitivity of the results to errors in target

outline determination. Finally, estimates were made of the

total S/N present in the data due to noise introduced by the

microdensitometer system.

e) Densiometric calibration of the film was accomplished by

scanning pre- and post-flight calibration gray scales

exposed with known luminance levels with the same aperture

and microdensitometer used for the target scans. The

resulting density values were plotted against the gray step

exposure values supplied by NASA and a polynomial was fitted
to this curve for use in the computer programs. That is,

contrast values of the targets were determined in terms of
exposure rather than density. More detailed information on

calibration procedures and error estimates is given in

Appendix B.

The final result_ of these procedures were values of contrasts and

subtended angles associated with each target in each frame that was scanned.

5.2.4 Comparison With Analytical Predictions

The final stage of the analysis was to generate analytical predic-

tions of target contrast and visibility by using the visibility models

de_-ribed in Section 3.0 for the viewing/illumination conditions corres-

ponding to the frames for whicL target contrast values had been obtained.

Thus, predictions of visibility based on analytical models could be com-

pared to actual test results.

5.3 Summary of Results

5.3.1 Photographic Results

Reproductions of all 74 visibility test frames from Mag R are given

in Figures 5-5 (16B), 5-6 (16F) and 5-7 (30B). The half-tone reproductions

in these figures are poor approximations of contrast levels in the actual

lunar view, but they do provide a good simulation of the sequence of events

and changing visual scene during the passes. The target craters are identi-

fied for each pass on the first frame showing the targets in good visibility

which either precedes (backward pass) or follows (forward pass) the minimum
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phase frame. In addition, the times of each frame are given relative to

the first frame.* A set of full-tone prints is also given for selected

frames in order to provide a more accurate visual display of target appear-

ance. In this sequence, the target craters are shown under conditions of

shadowing or "good" visibility, at minimum phase, and in the washout region,

All of the frames used for the contrast analysis are included. Target areas

l and 2 are shown in Figures 5-8 and 5-9, respectively; areas 3 and 4 in

Figures 5-10a,b and 5-11; and areas 5 and 6 in Figures 5-12 and 5-13. Values

of VEA, SEA, phase angle and alpha angle (corresponding to a horizontal sur-

face) are given for each target for each frame. These data were taken from

Tables 5-I to 5-3.

The reader should examine these figures carefully, especially the

full-tone prints, in order to appreciate the viewing situation encountered

by the CMP and so that the ensuing discussion of target visibility can be

related to a visual impression of target characteristics and related visi-

bility parameters. Note the substantial differences in surface appearance

between the frontside and backside views (areas l, 2, 5, and 6, compared

to areas 3 and 4). The frontside targets are located in relatively level

areas and are seen against fairly homogeneous backgrounds, whereas the

backside targets are generally in much more heterogeneous, hillier areas

and in some cases are _n heavily Fayed regions (e.g., targets 2A and 2B

in Figure 5-9, compared to 3A and 3B in Figure 5-I0). Note, also that the

targets themselves vary in appearance as to shape and apparent contrast.

For instance, as shown in Figure 5-10 for 16F, target 3B is quite bri_}ht

and well defined, whereas 3A is seen (in the washout) mostly by virtue of

its bright rim. Similarly, Figure 5-13 shows that for 30B, target 6C is

well defined, but 6B is a much shallower crater with its rim appearing

only slightly briqhter than its floor.

The frames for which the smallest phase anqles occurred in the neqa-

rive alpha regions are also indicated in Fiqures 5-_ through 5-13. Table

5-5 compares the actual minimum phase value_ observed by the CMP with t_e

smallest values on the film. The largest difference is 0.90, indicating

that the photographs provide a satisfactory record of visibility condition _,

at the actual value of minimum phase.

The nominal !nter-frame interval was 20 see.; but some double actudti¢_r**
occurred, resultinq in a few I sec. intervals.
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5.3.2 Visibility and Target/Background Characteristics

An overall summary of visibility results and target/background

characteristics is given in Table 5-6 The table is divided into two

sections corresponding to target areas 1,2 and 5,6 observed on the back-

side passes 16B and 30B, respectively (Table 5-6a); and areas 3,4 observed

on the frontside pass 16F (Table 5-6b). (As discussed previous]y, back-

side targets were seen in a "good" visibility region up-range of zero

phase at the beginning of the pass and then were seen down-range of zero

phase in a "poor" visibility region as the pass progressed. The opposite

sequence occurred for the frontside targets.) Three blocks of data are

presented for each case: l) target data such as crater diameter, diameter/

depth ratio, contrast, etc.; 2) visibility data including general comments

on acquisition difficulty and the CMP's ratings at minimum phase; and

3) characteristics of the terrain in the target vicinity.

Ta_TaE_etCharacteristics: Consider first the target data. Target diameters

varied from about 5,000 feet (4B) to 44,000 feet (IB). These diameters

correspond to equivalent subtended argles of 8 min. to 94 min. measured

at the time of minimum phase. Diameter to depth ratios varied from very

steep (D/D = 1.9:l for 3A) to extremely shallow (D/D = 47:1 for 6A). The

SEA at the targets at the time of observation varied from a low of about

15° (4A and 4B) to a high of 31° (6A, 6B, and 6C). Three target areas had

SEAs in the ranqe of direct intere_,t to the LM descent (area 1 at 23 o,

area 5 at 23 o area 3 at 25o )

Contrast data are presented in two forms: I) for all targets a

ranking of contrasts into four categories based on visual inspection of

the photography; and 2) measured contrasts for the eight targets that

were subjected to analysis. All contrast data are referred to the mini-

mum phase photographic frames. Measured contrast vaIues range from a low

of 0.037 (5B) to a high of 0.143 (3B). Note that the two hiuhest con-

trasts of those analyzed occurred on the frontside and that the visual

ratings correspond fairly well to the measured values, although some

anomalies are apDarent (e.g., 6C and 5C). When taken individuallv, a

wide range of the various target characteristics was included in the set

of targets, but not a11 combinations of values occurred; i.e., the
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variables characterizing the targets are not independent. This is clearly

shown in Table 5-7, in which the frequency distributi_ of target charac-

teristics is given for four parameters: diameter/depth ratio, diameter,

apparent contrast and SEA. Note that eight targets were in the low con-

trast category and that these were concentrated in the shallow and medium

D/D categories, and that a correlation between steepness and brightness

is apparent frown the table.

Visibility Results: Examination of the visibility data columns in

Table 5-6 indicates that of the fifteen targets observed, twelve were

positively acquired, one was apparently misidentified (IA), another was

not seen at all (6A), and a third was possibly acquired, but at a very

low confidence level (2B).* A marked difference in visibility was en-

countered between the backside and frontside targets. On the frontside,

all targets were acquired at long ranges _nd low elevation angles down-

range of zero pnase (in the washout) and successfully tracked through

minimum phase into the good visibility region. On the backside, although

initial acquisition occurred under good visibility conditions, all targets

became difficult to follow after they had passed down-range of zero phase

(into the washout area) and some were completely lost at minimum phase;

of the three targets which were either net acquired or were misidentified,

all were on the backside.

The minimum phase visibility ratings also show backside-frontside

differences; the only "high" ratings occurred on the frontside targets.

The ratings also show a good correlation with the contrast data except for

5C and 6C, which do not seem to have been rated consistently with their

minimum phase contrast values.

Frontside-Backside Differences: The terrain data column should be examined

in relation to the photography of the target areas in Figures 5-H through

5-13. The terrain descriptions give a relative measure of the rougbnes_ <J+

each target area as well as a comparison to the Apollo 15 landing site

(Hadley). Taken together, the terrain data, contrast values, and inspe.t_or

t

See Appendix C and Reference 30 for a discussion of IA.
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of the photography make obvious the reasons for the frontside-backside

differences: the frontside targets were all of high contrast, had

relatively homogeneous, non-cluttered backgrounds, and were easily locat-

able by virtue of good lead-in features. Conversely, the backside targets

were of low contrast and were imbedded in a much more cluttered backgroumd.

Given equal contrasts, it is well known that targets are less visible when

viewed against a cluttered background. Further, the zero phase effect

(size and brightness of the luminance surge) is apparently greater in

rougher terrain than in smooth terrain (Reference 33) and the high albedo

ray patterns encountered in some of the backside areas could further

degrade visual recognition.

This happenstance combination of differences between frontside and

backside is unfortunate because the frontside viewing situation would have

been a more conservative test than was the backside viewing case, given

equivalent target contrasts and backgrounds. The reason for this is that

the frontside targets are seen first in the washout region when acquisition

in the washout is tested, which is not tested in the backside viewing

regions. Further, the floor of Ptolemaeus (Area 3) is more like the typical

surface of Apollo landing sites than is any other test area. The fact that

3A and 3B were of high contrast and, thus, detectable at extremely long

ranges, makes the observations on this pass less useful than if they had

been of lower contrast.*

Visual/Photographic Detection Comparison: One of the problems encountered

in analyzing lunar feature visibility has been the interpretation and use

of lunar photography. That is, quantitative comparisons of feature visi-

bility on photography, with their visibility in the lunar environment,

were not available so that it was difficult to evaluate the realism of a

given photograph, i.e., whether it provided more or less information th_,_

the actual lunar scene. An examination of second generation positive trap_-

parancies of the visibility was made to compare detectability on the _il_.

with observational results (see Appendix C). The results indicated t_Jt

target detectability on the film for areas 3 and 4 was very similar to t_:!

It is especially unfortunate that area 7 was deleted, as it would have
provided a frontside test of low albedo craters in roup_ terrain.
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obtained by the CMP. Further, examination of paper prints made to

different contrast levels of the target areas by the CMP (Reference 32),

indicates that reasonable simulations of the dynamic range of the scene

brightness can be achieved; although, in general, even low contrast prints

tend to over-emphasize the brightness range between zero phase and the

surrounding darker areas. However, this conclusion does not mean that

all photography provides a good simulation, but that with proper exposure

and printing, a reasonable simulation can be obtained. The case of

target 3A is a case in point, as the pre-mission photography apparently

under-estimated the contrast of this crater.

Correlation With Visibility Model: A convenient format for presenting the

visibility test results is to plot the measured subtended angle/contrast

data for the targets on the same graph and scale for which the threshold

visibility curves were plotted (Figure 3-I0). Such a plot is shown in

Figure 5-14, which reproduces the threshold contrast versus subtended angle

curve used in the visibility prediction model and includes the results for

the seven target craters that were analyzed. (For the present, ignore the

overlay on the Figure.) The bright side contrasts and subtended angles

for the seven targets for each frame on which contrast was measured are

shown. Thc points are coded according to the photometric region in which

the target was located ([7= "good" visibility outside washout;_=

minimum phase frame; 0 = washout region frame, or frames) and also accord-

ing to the reported visibility of the target at the time that frame was

taken (open symbol = visible; closed symbol = not visible; half-filled

symbol = probably not visible, but data ambiguous). The CMP's visibility

rating at actual minimum phase for each target is shown next to the mini-

mum phase symbol (Z_). Finally, the time sequence of observations is

indicated by an arrow associated with each set of target points. This

figure should be examined in relation to the reproductions in Figures 5-;_

to 5-]2, which show the targets and viewing parameters corresponding to

each point in Figure 5-'4.
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As an example, the point for target 3B (Frame I0250) indicates a

contrast of about 0.2 with a subtended angle of about ID arc min; the
open circle indicates the target was in the washout area and was visible

at that time. Reference to Figure 5-10ainoicates that the VEAat 3B for
FrameI0250 was 6.7° . As the pass progressed, the subtended angle in-

creased, but the contrast decr,aasedto about 0.16 by the time the target
movedout of the washout (Frame 10?58, Figure 5-10bland, as all the symbols

are open, visibility was maintained threughout the pass. For target IC,

the data show it was visible at the first polnt (FrameI0224, Figure 5-8)
with contrast and subtended angle values of about 0.066 and 25 arc min,

respectively. It was not visible at minimumphase (contrast = 0.046,

subtended angle = 17.5) and was possibly visible after minimumphase in

the washout region (contrast = 0.05 and subtended angle : 12.5 arc min).

Inspection of Figure 5-14 indicates that the threshold visibility
curw used in the analytical models is a reasonable match to the observa-

tional data. The data for targets IC and 5B showa visible/not visible

transition very close to the threshold curve and the points for targets
5A, 6B, and 6C madea transition somewhatto the right of the curve

(higher contrast values). Targets 3A and 3B, which were highly conspic-

uous, lie far to the right of the curve. If only these data were to be
considered, the threshold curve might be mcvedto the right about 0.05

log units, resulting in higher threshold contrasts, i.e., the present
threshold data are somewhatoptimistic comparedto such an altered curve.

Someanomalies are evident in Fiqure 5-14 and appear to be, in part,

due to difficulties in relating observational data to the specific times

the photographs were taken. For instance, the CMPreported that target IC
disappeared at minin_um phase, reappeared in the washout, aT_d then l,_c,_t_',_

undetectable Further down-range. However, the minimum, phase photograph

was not taken at actual minimum phase, and his comment about the final

disappearance in the _vashout was a General one and could not be relatt:,i _ ,

the time-line. Similar ambi(]uities existed fo_ targets 5_ and 6C. H_w,,v,.r,

no targets which fell to the l_ft of the threshold curve were ever v_it_It,,

and it is not unexpected that with so Few observations some ambir:uit,

occurred.
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Another significant fact to be ubserved from Figure 5-14 is that

there is a trend for target contrasts to increase after the minimum phase

point. The significance of this result lies in that the analytical visi-

bility model predicts constant values in the washout region. As discussed

previously with the LRM, contrast is determined entirely by albedo in the

washout due to the horizontal slopes of the photometric function - thus,

equal albedo craters are rendered invisible. However, the test results

indicate that contra3t may increase in the washout when the target moves

away from zero phase, resulting in better visibility than predicted. The

implications of this finding for the form of the photometric function and

vlsibility predictions are discussed in Section 6.

Visibility predictions for the target craters are shown in the over-

lay to Figure 5-14. The predictions oF visibility were generated using

the observation and illumination conditions determinea for each pass as

contained in Tables 5-I to 5-3, and the LRM photometric function. Two

factors need comment relative to these results. The first, is that the

albedo values input into the computer program (given in Table 5-8) were

taken to be the contrast values obtained for each target at photographic

minimum phase. This results in a match of observed and predicted minimum

phase contrast values, since the analytical contrast value in the washout

is determined entirely by albedo.* Secondly, the set of predictions shown

in the overlay were adjusted so that the predicted subtended angles at

minimum phase matcl_ed the measured values. Thus, the predicted and ob-

served result _ were matched at the photographic: minimum phase point.**

Finally, the calculation results are shown for bright side points, as are

the experimental points in Figure 5-14.

The predicted values oi contrast and subtended angle follow the

general trend shown by the measured values: for the low contrast backside

targets, both the actual aqd predicted curves show a drop, in contrast from

the good visibi;ity points {F-l)to the rnini_,_umphase point (A). H,Jwever,

This only holds for the LRM.

_t

The rationale for this procedure and comparisons with the "raw" pre-

dictions are presented in Sectiun 6.
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the model showsa smaller change in conzrast between these two points

than wasmeasJredfrom the photography. Also, the magnitude of the change

in visual angle from good visibility to minimum phase is different between

the model and the measurements; however, the direction of this difference

is not consistent. For the high albedo frontside targets, the model also

generally follows the observed data, except that the discrepancies in the

washout region are fairly large, especially for target 3A. Note, however,

that the model does distinguish between the general shape of the frontside

and backside results. As mentioned previously, the model predicts constant

values of contrast in the washout region, especially for the lower albedo

targets, whereas the test results show a trend towards increased contrast.

This effect can be explained by assuming the photometric function shape

depends somewhat on the albedo of the surface layer. If true, this find-

ing would provide a basis for ntodification of the photometric function and

possible improvement of visibility prediction techniques.

Similar predictions to the above were made using the Fedoritz function

rather than the LRM. The Fedoritz results were generally quite different

from the observed results. In some cases, for reasonable input target

albedo value _ ne_ega_tivecontrast values were obtained, contrary to the

positive values observed.

It is concluded that the Apollo 14 visibility tests show that prior

visibility models are sufficiently accurate for use in tradeoff studi's

involving visual tasks in the lunar environment and that the LRH is

definitely preferred to the Fedoritz function. Further, the data suggest

modifications of the photometric function to improve visibi]ity predictions

in the washout area.

Additional discussion and analysis of the results are presented iq the

next section
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Target

IC

3A, 3B

5A, 5B

6B, 6C

Frames

10224, 10225, 10228

10250, 10255, 10257, 10258

10275, 10276, 10278, 10279

10283, 10284, 10285

Table S-4. Targets ..rid Frames Analyzed
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I ,

Target

1C

3B

5A

5B

6C

3A

6B

Albedo for Spherical Section Model
(relative to background)

4.6%

11.6%

4.9%

3.7%

4.7%

lO. 8% (for cone model floor albedo = 0%,

wall albedo = 10.8_0, wall angle
from vertical = 40 v)

4.0% (for cone model floor albedo = 0_,

wall albedo = 4.0% A wall angle
from vertical = 70 v)

Table 5-8. Target Albedos Input to Visibility Program
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6.0 ANALYSIS

The results presented tn Sectton 5 are further anmlyzed below.

Various form of both the geomtrtcal crater model and the photometric

function are examined to detemtne tf a better fit to the data can be

obtained. Problems in the interpretation of the results are considered,

especially as to differences between the idealized visibility and geom-

¢,ic models and the actual situation.

6.1 Comparison of Measured With Analytical Visibility Data

In the comparison of the analytical visibility calculations with ob-

served data, it was indicated that certain adjustments had been performed

on the analytical predictions. These adjustments are discussed here, as

well as other assumptions made in the evaluation of the analytical

calculations.

6.1.1 Albedo Determination

The logic used to select values of albedo for the analytical contrast

calculations is presented in this section. As discussed in Section 3, the

luminance of any point on a crater surface (actual crater or geometrical

model) is found by determining the value of_and g for that point and

using the expression:

(6.1) L (w,g)- Ix,g) • Es "J'n 't

E s

where L.___ts the luminance of
the point

,__ts the value of the
photometric function
at _ for the given

_,g

is the solar constant

is the normal albedo.

- T
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For the target craters, of course, +, [s and_n tetra not measured sepllretely,

ms only the resultant value of Li(Ol, g) was mllsured from the mtcrodeftsttom-

trtc scans for each point. Further, el.and g ware unknown for each scanned

l point. For the analytical calculattons=£ and g and, thus, _tcould be calcu-
lated from the assumed form of the crater model and photommtrtc function.

t In either case, the set of values of L (_,g) are separated tnto those great-
er than the background luminance, Ls, and those less than LB (bright side

and dark side). Ftnally, each set is averaged and contrast ratios are

I calculated:

LBS - LB LDS - LB
= and = '

i CBs LB CDS LB

I

!

where the subscripts BS and DS refer to bright side and dark side,

respectl vely.

In order to perfom the analytical calculations and to compare the

results to the contrast values measured from the photography, the normal

albedos of the target and background materials (or the ratlo_T/_B) must

be specified. The albedos can be determined uniquely from the measured

data if it is assumed:

o The LRM photometric function is valid.

!

!

o The photometric functions of the target and background

areas only differ by the ratio of thelr normal albedos,

_r/_a. That Is, the slopes of the ) (K,g) curves do

not change for the two surface regions.

The crater points all fall in the low phase angle, nega-
tive alpha angle region of the photometric function.

Under these conditions, the contrast ratio between target and background

at small phase angles Is equal to the contrast ratio at zero phase, as

shown In the following.

I

I At zero the slope contrlbutlon to contrast Is zero, _ = 1.0,phase,

and the luminance of any point equals:

I

[

!

J
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(6.2) L (g = O)= 1.0. Es "_n

Thus, at zero phase target luminance is Es._; n and background luminance

is Es. _n and contrast at zero phase is:

(6.3) C (g- o) - LT (g- O) - LB (g- O) - _.- ,PnB
ii

LB (g- o) rne

Hence, a contrast measurement at zero phase provtdes the ratto of nomal

albedos needed as input to the analytical ca]culattons. This argument

cannot be applted directly to the contrast measurements for the target

craters, because they were obtained at non-zero phase ang]es (from 0.50

to 3.00). However, under the conditions of near zero phase viewing used

for the contrast measurements, all the cratcr points fall in the negative

small phase angle region. Because the _ versuse_curves for the LRM

function are flat in this area (see Figure 3-3), slope effects are, thus,

also negligible for small phase angles. In addition, because of the flat-

ness of the curves, each crater point will have the same luminance and,

thus, the ratio of average luminance at small phase angles to that at zero

phase is a constant:

(6.4) LT (small phase angles) = K • LT (g = o) • Es • _n

= K • Es "_n

Furthermore, this ratio is the same for the background as it is for the

target points, as both are observed at the same phase angle:

(6.5) LB (small phase angle) = K • LB (g = o) Es .JDn

and their ratio is:

= K • Es .)o

(6.6) C (small phase angle) = _n_-_',n_= C (zero phase)

P.8

+ +

rI

. J

, °
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Thus, under the assumptions given above, the measurement of target con-

trast it smll phase angles ts a valtd measure of target/l_ckground albedo

ratio.* Ftnally, use of the mtntmum phase contrast values for the target/

background albedo ratio autoNtlcally results in a match between the cal-

culated and measured contrast values, again because the LI_ does not

introduce slope effects for the low phase - negative alpha angle situation,

and the contrast at minimum phase is equal to the albedo ratio.

I

I

I

£

£

I

I

The validity of the assumption that the target crater points all fall

in the low phase angle, negative alpha region was examined by computing

frequency distribution of the alpha angle for the spherical model and

actual viewing conditions (results are shown in Table 6-I). This is not

an exact test, because the frequency distribution of alpha angle computed

from the spherical model will not correspond exactly to that of the actual

crater. However, as shown in Table 6-I, most of the points do fall in the

low phase angle, negative alpha angle region, which lends support to the

assumption. The assumptions concerning the photometric functions can be

verified only indirectly and will be considered later in this section.

6.1.2 Subtended An_le Comparisons

The match between calculated and observed contrast at minimum phase

has a rational basis, as discussed above. A somewhat more arbitrary adjust-

merit made to the data, that of matching subtended angles for the analytical

calculations to the measured values at minimum phase, is based on the

_ollowing:

l

I

I

I

I

The subtended angles generated by the analytical procedures assume a

rimless spherical section crater. The actual target craters, of course,

are not exactly spherical and, in fact, several are quite irregular and

have definite rims. Thus, there is no reason to expect the analytical

values ef subtended angle to match the measured values exactly, although

they should not be greatly disparate, as the actual crater diameters are

used for the predictions. Figure 6-I, in which the calculated results

Note that for target albedos greater than the background albedo, all

target points will be of greater luminance than the background luminance
under the assumed conditions.

I
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(unadjusted for subtended angle) ape compared wtth the measured data,

vertftes thts expectetton to be reasonable. The largest discrepancy tn

subtended angle ts a factor of two (for target 5A). Therefore. because

tt was not feastble to use the actual crater topography for the contrast

and subtended angle calculations, the subtended angles were equated

between the predicted and measured data. but for the mtntmm, phase potnt

only. (Thts amounted to sltdtng each curve tn Figure 6-1 vertically a

distance appropriate to match the angular values for the mintmum phase

point, resulting in the curves shown in the Figure 5-14 overlay.)

This procedure, together with the rational for albedo selection, effec-

tively matched the calculated and observed curves at the minimum phase

point and provides a convenient reference for use in evaluating the rela-

tionship of the calculated to obtained data for the other points.

6.1.3 Bright Side_ Dark Side and Geometric Shadow

All of the data presented above have been for bright side areas for

both the measured and calculated values of contrast. The basis for empha-

sis of the BS data is discussed below.

Because geometric shadow contrasts are large (C = -l), the existence

of even a small shadow makes a crater very conspicuous and tends to over-

ride the effects of slope and albedo. Also, geometric shadows only depend

on the topography of the crater (and the view/sun vectors) and, therefore,

shadow measurements do not pertain to analysis of the photometric function.
0

Finally, shadows for the target craters only appeared in the good visibility

region which is less relevant to the present study than are the washout ai,J

minimum phase points.

With some exceptions, significant DS areas appeared for the target

craters only in the good visibility region. In some cases, DS points were

not due soley to slope effects (which result in distinctly different DS

and BS areas), but to "mottling" of the crater surface, probably caused by

albedo variations.
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The values of equivalent subtended angle and contrasts obtained

from the mtcro-densitemetrtc measurements are shown in Table 6-2, for

i11ustretion of the above points. The corresponding calculated values

obtained from the LRNand spherical cratermedel are shown for comparison.

The data in Table 6-2, thus, correspond to the points shown in Figure 6-1

for the measured data (printed page) and unadjusted calculated data

(overlay). In examining Table 6-2, first compare the relative magnitudes

of the DS contrasts and subtended angles with those of the mS. For most

of the targets, the only cases for which the DS values are of appreciable

magnitudes compared to the BS is when the target is in the good visibility

region. This is as expected, because the slope effects are strongest for

this case. Targets 5A and 5B do not fit this pattern, as they show rela-

tively large DS values for the minimum phase and washout points. Inspec-

tion of the photographs for these craters (Figure 5-12) indicated that

this result is probably due to albedo variation over the crater surface.

The analytical calculations show very low DS contributions for the minimum

phase and washout cases as expected from the properties of the LRM function.

In the good visibility region, the DS calculations do not seem to agree

with the measured DS values as well as do the BS measured and calculated

points.

The various discrepancies are most likely due to a combination of

geometrical differences between the target craters and geometrical models

as discussed in the previous section, non-uniformity of albedo over the

target surface, and to differences between the LRM and the actual photo-

metric function for the particular surface areas that were observed.

Within these limitations, it is concluded that the BS predictions are the

most useful for analysis of crater visibility.

6.2 Fedoritz Function Compared to the LRM

Contrast-subtended angle predictions made with the Fedoritz function

are compared to the experimental results in Figure 6-2. The Fedoritz

results are suhstant_a= y different than the LRM predictions shown in

Figure 6-1. The mai, Jtfferences show up in the washout region where

two of the targets show a transition from positive to negative contrast

values (lC, 3A) and where the others all show continuously decreasing

I
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values of contrast. In comparison, the experimntal results all show

positive contrast values tn the washout, and as discussed previously,

s11ght tncrnses tn contrast after minimum phase are indicated. The LRH

predictions, although not showing the contrast increase after mtntmum

phase, do not show negative contrasts and are generally mope regular than

are the Fedorttz dat_ (compare Figures 6-] and 6-2).

The same albedo values were used for the Fedoritz calculations as for

the LRM predictions. The difference in results between the two cases is

attributed to the greater slopes of the Fedoritz curves in the negative

alpha-small phase angle region of the photometric function (see Section

3.1.4 and Figures 3-3 and 3-5). These slopes result in negative contrasts

which subtract from the positive contrasts generated by the input albedos.

Unrealistically large albedo values would have to be used to raise the

resultant low or negative contrasts to the values actually obtained.

Further, both the LRM and the Fedoritz functions show about the same magni-

tudes of discrepancies between calculated and measured points correspond-

ing to targets in the "good" visibility region ("l'-J" symbol). Therefore,

it is concluded that the LRH is a significantly more accurate model than

the Fedoritz function.

6.3 Conical and Spherical Section Crater Model Comparison

The conical crater model was developed to take into account features

such as albedo differences between crater floors and rims and craters with

flat floors (such as older, filled-in craters). The crater is modelled as

a truncated cone with provisions for separate albedo inputs for the floor

and rim. The crater geometry is specified by its diameter-to-depth ratio

and by the slope of the wall.

The conical and spherical models are compared for two target crater_

in Figure 6-3. Target 6B is a shallow crater with a bright rim and dark

floor. Target 3A was a steep crater, but its rim was much brighter than

its floor. Wall slopes were estimated from photographs and were taken as

700 for 6B and 400 for 3A (measured from vertical). Diameter-to-depth

values and wall albedos were assumed to be the same as used for the

spherical model, but floor albedos were set equal to the background. The
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results In Figure 6-3 show some differences between the two models,

especially for 3A, for which the washout points show a less mrked drop-

off in contrast for the conical model. However, a quantitative cmaperJson

is difficult, because both models could be rare-or-less eqwllly incorrect

geometrically and because the _1_11 slope parameter introduces additional

uncertainty, as it is difficult to measure with htgh confidence. Addi-

tional comparisons made between the two models indicate that either model

is adequate for a "normal" spherically-to-conically shaped crater, but

that the conical mo_el should be used in the case where the crater floor

is flat and of a relatively large area compared to the crater wal].
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6.4 Photometric Function Analysts

Several comments have been made tn the preceding sections indicating

that the target crater contrast measurements suggest modifications of the

lunar photometric function. The fore of such modifications and various

attempts at their implementation are discussed in this section. As will be

seen, the present data are insufficient to allow precise specification of

a new photometric function, but it is possible to apply corrections to

the existing functions for the purpose of visibility calculations.

6.4.1 Contrast Measurements and the Photometric Function

From the considerations presented above, it was concluded that the

main discrepancy between the contrast data obtained from the microdensito-

metric analysis and ti_ose calculated from the LRM was the increase in

contrast that occurred in the washout relative to minimum phase. Although

other discrepancies exist between the two sets of data, they can be more

readily attributed to topographic and albedo factors than can the contrast

change in the washout region. The following discussion indicates the form

of a modification to the photometric function which can explain the

measured data and discusses the problems in quantifying such modifications.

-1_

L

I

L

L

!

The present discussion will focus on the above mentioned increase in

target contrast corresponding to the down-range displacement of the target

from minimum phase. As the target moves down-range from minimum phase, its

phase angle increases. As mentioned, the LRM does not generate a contrast

increase under these conditions due to the flatness of the _ versus o_curves

for the small phase angle-negative alpha angle region. A further observation

is that the magnitude of contrast increase seems to be a function of crater

albedo. These effects can be seen from the test results in Figure 6-I.

However, the two relationships can be seen more clearly ih Figure 6-4, which

gives the following data for each crater on each of the frames:

I

I

I

(I) C min " Cw (difference between minimum phase contrast and washout

contrast) versus g min - gw (phase angle difference corresponding

to the frames on which C min and Cw were measured), and

(2) Washout contrast (Cw) versus minimum phase contrast (C min ).
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The first plot tests whether contrast increases as phase angle increases

(Figure 6-4a) and the second shows whether the magnitude of increase is

related to crater albedo (Figure 6-4b). These data indicate that mshout

contrast does seem to depend on both phase angle and albedo (as measured

by C rain); although, it is possible that the results are biased by targets

3A and 3B (these points are labelled in Figure 6-4), which were _asured at

much larger phase angles than the other targets and which also had the

largest albedos. The relationships Illustrated in Figure 6-4 suggest that

the drop-off in surface luminance that occurs as phase angle increases from

zero to larger values is less steep for the target crater than for the

surrounding soil. Further, the steepness of drop-off seems to be a function

of crater albedo, higher albedo craters having a less steep drop-off than

do lower albedo craters. This modification to the photometric function is

illustrated graphically in Figure 6-5, in which _ is plotted versus g with

a parameter. An unmodified photometric function + is shown with solid lines,

+'a modified version with dashed lines. As can be seen from Figure 6-5, the

two functions generate the same reflectance factor value at g = O, but as

g increases, the modified function generates larger _ values than the other,

and at still larger values of g the two functions are identical. Note that

both are normalized to _ = l.O at 9 = O, and that both + and +/ must be mul-

tiplied by appropriate normal _Ibedos to obtain an actual reflective value

for a giveno( and g and particular surface region. Further, note that even

-+and +_ were applied to two different soils having theif the two functions

same normal albedo, the total albedos will be different for the two soils,

due to the greater reflectance of the +_ function at low phase angles.

6.4.2 quantification of Modified Photometric Function

Two approaches were tried in order to derive a modified photometric

function with which to fit the experimental data. A critical problem encoun-

tered is that either approach was, of necessity, an indirect one: rather

than deriving a photometric function directly from lunar photometry, it was

necessary to assume a functional form of the type given above and then to

manipulate the parameters of the function such that crater contrast values

calculated from the new function matched the measured values obtained from

the Apollo 14 photography. This technique suffers from being more trial-and-
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error than rational; tn that, errors tn the insured target crater con-

trasts could confuse the attempt at mtchtng, arid crater contMlats were

measured for only a relatively stall range of condtttoM. For Instance,

tt would be desirable to obtetn mddtttonel contrast masurementl tn the

wmshout regton to conft'.._m the apparent tncrHse tn contrast on whtch the

modifications to the photomttrtc functions are based.

Hapke Function: The ftrst approach used the Hapke photometric model des-

crtbed in References 9 and 10. The Hapke functton ts the only lunar photo-

metric model based on theoretical considerations that reasonably ftts

observed data, and was used here because tt seemed to provide a rattonal basis

for relattng physical lunar sotl properties to modification of the photome-

tric function. Further, it was of interest to compare contrast predictions

generated wtth this model to those of the LP_I and Fedoritz functions. The

Hapke model is composed of three terms:

(o(,g) = L (=(,g) ._ (g) B(g)

where - _ is the photometric function as defined previously

L (_,g) is a term whtch describes the luminance of a
surface which is porous on a microscopic scale, but
flat on a large scale.

_(g) describes the average scattering function of a
stngle sot1 particle.

B (g) ts the retro-dtrecttve function which describes
back scattering due to effects of blocktng and
shadowing within the lu_.lr sot1 ("fatty castle" effect)

The model has three parameters:

h, appears in the B (g) term and ts related to the porosity of the
lunar surface.

)_, appears in the L (_,g) term and specifies the average slope of
depressions tn the lunar surface.

F, appears in the L (_)
covered by depress1 ons.

term and specifies the fraction of the surface
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A fourth parameter, normal albedo, must also be specified and has the same

meaning as the normal albedo term defined previously. The Hapke function

for F = 0.9,_= 450 and h - 0.4, which Hapke found were reasonable values

to represent the average moon photometric function, is shown in Figure 6-6.*

Note that it tends to resemble the Fedoritz function more than LRM, in that

the curves have negative slopes in the small phase angle-negative alpha

angle region (compare to Figures 3-3 and 3-5).

The retro-directive term B(g) provided a natural basis for examining

modifications of the photometric function as the parameter h co:_trols the

steepness of the retroflective peak. For larger values of h the drop-off

of _ (o(,g) is less as g increases, as shown in Figure 6-7. Thus, the h

parameter provides the desired variation in the photometric function. Crater

contrast calculations were made in which h was varied between 0.4 and 0.6 for

the crater, whereas it was maintained at a constant value of 0.4 for the back-

ground. Albedo values used in the calculation were the same as previously

used. Typical results of the calculations are shown in Figure 6-8, in which

the Hapke contrast values are shown overlayed on the Apollo 14 test results.

Curves are shown for only h = 0.5, except for craters 6A and 6B, where data

are also given for h = 0.4 (no change in function between background and

crater). Note the general resemblance of the curves to those generated by

the Fedoritz function, i.e., contrasts in the washout region tend to be

driven towards low positive or negative values. In three cases, the desired

increase in contrast in the washout is generated (6-B, 6-C, 5-A), but the

other cases are dominated by the negative contrast e_fects. An additional

complication in attempting to derive a modified photometric function is

i11ustrated by the results for 6B, in which the entire curve is displaced

to higher contrast values as the value of h increases. This occurs because,

as mentioned previously, an increase in h increases the total albedo of the

crater, even though the value input for normal albedo is held constant.

Thus, a variation in the form of the photometric function betv,een the back-

ground and crater is confounded with variation in albedo, and the simple

t

The complete equation for the Hapke function and a listing of the computer
program used to _valuate it, are given in Appendix E.
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t method of dertving a value of nomal albedo for the analytical • _lculattonsfrom the contrast measurements (Section 6.2.1) ts not applicable. Thus, an

additional paramter (total albedo, as well as norm1 albedo) ts Introduced

into a situation where there already extst too tony parameters to be fttted

uniquely.

I
(

)

+.

Lt

1

--I

1

Modified LRM Function: The fatlure of the Hapke function to ftt the data

prompted investigation of the LRM function with the addition of an empiri-

cal correction to the calculation of _ (o(,g). The correction added was:

E-A,.g,,-e-""'g3s,,.
where -

/ (o(,g)= corrected value of reflectance factor

value of reflectance factor from LRMoriginal

Al, Bit SK = input constants

The first term in the brackets (e -A1.g ) equals one when g = O, and

decreases to zero as g increases. The second term (l-e -Bl'g ) is zero

wnen g = O, and increases to l.O at large phase angles. Thus, the combi-

nation of the two exponentials results in zero correction at g = 0 and at

large phase angles. The SK term is used to adjust the overall magnitude

of the correction term. A plot of the correction term magnitude versus g,

is shown in Figure 6-9 for Al = 0.06, B1 = 0.14 and SK = O.Ol. These values

were determined by trial and error to generate the desired magnitude of

correction. Note that an explicit term relating magnitude of correction to

target albedo was not included, but that albedo could be accounted for by

variations of SK.

Contrast-subtended angle curves were generated using the modified LRH

function and the values of normal albedo used previously. Values of SK from

O.Ol to 0.I were used with Al = 0.06 and B! = 0.14. As in the case of the

Hapke function, larger values of the correction term (larger SK) move the

entire curve to higher contrast values and tend to overly accentuate the con-

trast increase in the washout region. Results for spherical craters and for

SK = O.Ol are shown superimposed on the Apollo 14 test results in Figure 6-I0.
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The curves were adjusted to match subtended angles at the minimum phase

potnt on|Jr, but no edJustJaent was made along the contrast axis. Thus,

Figure 6-10 should be coa_mred to the overlay on Figure 5-14, which shows

the adjusted LRM data without the correction term. Inspection of Figure 6-10

reveals that the desired contrast increase In the washout ts generated for

the lower albedo targets and that the amount of correction is of the right

order of magnitude. Note, however, that the minimum phase contrast value _.

no longer match the experimental data because of the additional reflectance

term added by the correction facto1., although the mismatch is relatively

small for SK = 0.01. The curves for the high albedo targets (3A and 3B) are

essentially unchanged by the correction for SK = 0.01, as would be expected

because their normal albedo tems outweigh the contribution due to the

correction tam (compare to Figure 5-13). A curve for SK = 0.075 is shown

for 3A and, although the detailed slope of the curve does not match the

experimental curve any better than for SK = 0.01, the washout points are

moved to higher contrast values providing a better overall match. (However,

note that the same effect could be obtained by increasing the value of nor-

mal albedo for 3A. In general, 3A seems to be a somewhat anomalous case,

possibly due to the fact that it is a very steep crater with a high rim and

a bright layer of material on the rear wall and rim.)

6.4.3 Evaluation

The results for the modified LRH functions are encouraging in that the

form suggested for the modified function does generate appropriate contrast -

subtended angle curves. However, for purposes of practical visibility cal-

culations some caution should be exercised in the use of the modified function:

0

The modification is an ad hoc term fitted to a fairly narrow
range of data, rather than one obtained directly from lunar

photometry.

The correctlon term is zero for equal albedo targets and, thus,

visibility prediction for this case will bu unchanged.
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The questton of how the correction term should vary for htgh
albedo targets wms not resolved. Howsver, htgh albedo targets
wtll generally be very conspicuous, so that exact predictions
of thetr visibility are less Important than for low mlbedo
targets.

The most useful eppltcmtton of the correction factor would
seem to be for targets wtmse mlbedos rare s11_tly greater
thmn that of the background (2t to 51 gmtor) when obse_ecl
tn the washout regton. Even tn thts case, however, e few
percent albedo difference ts usually sufficient to make a
crater vtstble tn the washout and, thus, no practical dtffer-
ences would obta|n between the two functions. It ts conclu-
ded that the unmodified LRM functton ts generally suff|ctent
for lunar visibility calculations, but that the modtfted LRM
could be employed tn well-defined situations requiring exact
visibility predictions (for Instance, where ttts necessary
to know the range at whtch a particular crater can be detected).

!
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OIISERVATION RESULTS

(_) CMP°S RATING OF MINIMUM PHASEVISIIILITY
N-HIGH M-MEDIUM L-LOW Z-ZERO

• TARGET DEFINITELY NOT VISIILE

• TARGETFROIAIKY NOT VISlILE
OR VERY DIFFICULT TO DETECT

I | T

611
5A

3B

L l _ L
0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1 0.2 0.3

CONTRAST

F'i gure 6-I. 0verlay shows the Visibility Flodel Results for the LRH,
Spherical-Section Craters Unadjusted for Subtended _('_le.
Prtnted Page shows the Apollo 14 Vtstb'iltty Test Results.
Compare to Figure 5-14.
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OR VERY DIFFICULT TO DETECT
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CONTRAST

Ftgure 6-2. 0verlay shows the Visibility Model Results for the Fedorttz
'tton_ Spherical-Section Craters Unadjusted for Subtended
e. Prtnted Page shows the Apollo 14 Visibility Test

s. Compare to LP_IModel Results tn Ftgure 6-1.
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OISERVATION RESULTS
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Figure 6-3. Comparison of Vlsib111ty Hodel Results for Contcal (dashed
11nes) and Spherical SecLton (solid 11nes) Crater Geometries.
Theta fs Cone Half-Angle Measured from Vertical. LRM,
Unadjusted for Subtended Angle. (Same diameter:depth rattos
for contcal and spherical sectton cases.)
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Retrodtrecttve Function, B, versus phase angle, g, for
vartous values of the parameter, h.
S(g) - 1 for 90 ° .<g .<180°; e(-g) • e(g).
(From Reference 10).
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OIISERVAT ION RESULTS

(_) CMP'S RATING OF MII_iMUM PHASE VISIIIILITY
H-HIGH M-MEDIUM L°LOW Z-ZERO

• TARGET D(FINffELY NOT VISIKE

• TA/tGET I_OIAILY NOT VISHILE
OR VERY DIFF_T TO Ot'IrECT

I ! '!
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31

5A 3B l
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3A

IC

t
L

0.3

t'Igure 6-10. Overlay shows Crater Contrast Calculations for the 14odlfled
LRM Photometrlc Function wlth SK = .01, AI - 0.06, B1 • 0.14
(see text). Data adjusted for subtended angle, spherical
section crater rode1 was used. A curve for SK - 0.075 ts
also shown for target 3A. Prtn_d page shows the Apollo 14
Visibility Test Results. Compare to Figure 5-14.
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7.0 DISCUSSION

The results of the Apollo 14 visibility test confim the usefulness

and validity of _e techniques developed for analysts of lunar visibility

problems. Additional information concerning lunar photometric functions,

crater models, and interpretation of visibility estimates was gained. An

overview of these results and how they relate to analyses of manned lunar

operations is given in the present section.

7.1 Vislbilit_ Models and Mission P1annln_

As discussed at the end of Section 2, visibility analyses interact

with many other considerations in the development of operational procedures,

especially for a situation as complex as lunar landing. The techniques

examined in this report, which are directed at visibility estimates for

single craters, are only one element in a total study of visibility, al-

though they comprise a basic starting point.

The most significant outcome of the Apollo 14 test is the increased

confidence that can be placed in the method for visibility calculations

and especially in the fact that one photometric function (LRM) was shown

to be clearly superior to others which have been used. However, no matter

how accurate, estimates which pertain to the visibility of single craters

might be questioned in their applicability to detection and recognition per-

formance in situations which involve patterns of landmarks, complex and vari-

gated backgrounds, boulders, and slopes, and crew tasks which vary from land-

ing and surface exploration to landmark tracking from orbit. The value of

the crater visibility analysis, as was touched on in Section 3.3, is that it

provides a baseline specification of visibility conditions to which the spe-

cific characteristics of a given problem can be added to develop a complete

analysis. Further, the analytical approach lends itself to parametric and

trade-off studies. When combined with the other considerations that are

specific to a given operational problem, it has been possible to generate

guidelines that have been of substantial assistance for mission planning.

Examples of such applications are given in References 34, 35, and 36 for des-

cent visibility analyses; Reference 37 for Lunar Rover studies; Reference 38
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for vlslblllty through the LN engine induced dust plane; Reference 39 for

a study of glare problem for an Into-the-sun landlng; and Reference 40

for an analysts of opttmal look directions for surface photography.

However, thts approach has limitations whtch follow from the diffi-

culty of inferring astronaut performance tn a complex control and _ercep-

tual task from performance estimates on isolated parts of that task. Ob-

viously a "better" solution to descent visibility studies would have been

the incorporation of a high fidelity model of the lunar surface into the

LM simulator visual display system. Such an approach was impossible due

to state-of-the-art limitations on simulator design, lack of high resolu-

tion terrain data for most sites, and lack of accurate photometric data

for the sites.* Further, even laboratory experimental programs to investi-

gate feature visibility would have been limited by the inability to accu-

rately reproduce lunar terrain appearances at the landing sites in the

laboratory. Thus, conclusions and recommendations regarding acceptable

visibility conditions were rarely simple to arrive at; substantial consi-

derations of past experience, trade-offs, site characteristics, etc.,

were always added to the basic results of visibility calculations.

7.2 Generality of Results

As explained in the introduction, the test was designed to study

visibility under a fairly narrow range of conditions: in the washout area

with sun elevation angles on the order of 200 to 300 . The washout region

was of prime interest b(cause this area posed the most unique and difficult

visibility situation. The sun elevation angle range was based on the require-

ments of lunar landing, the most critical aspect of the mission with respect

to visibility. Because the results confirmed the two most essential aspects

of the analytical procedures, the photometric function and the threshold

criterion, it seems reasonable to continue to apply these procedures to the

entire range of viewing and illumination conditions.

Visibility considerations were only one aspect of the Apollo program which

had to procede on limited information concerning the lunar environment. For
instance, the LM footpad was designed before in-situ soil data were obtained.
A remarkable feature of the Apollo program was the ability to design around

unknown environments.
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The most limiting aspect of the results is the narrow sun elevation

angle range. Every Apollo crew has commented on the qualitative change of

surface appearance that occurs wtth variations in sun elevation angle.

Changes noted include hue variations (surface appears mostly black-gray-

white at low SEAs to brownish-red at high SEAs), topographic changes

(surface appears more flattened at high SEAs), and general comments about

variation in overall appearance of features and patterns. It would have

been of interest to obtain data under high sun elevation angle conditions,

therefore, to determine if these effects are related to detection perfor-

mance and if the photometric function at large phase angles also results in

reasonable contrast predictions. Experience has been obtained on the lunar

surface at sun elevation angles of about 450 for Lunar Rover Vehicle opera-

tions. Driving into the washout/zero phase regions was found to be a prob-

lem (as was driving into the sun) which is circumvented by slowing down

and/or trying to keep at a non-zero sun relative azimuth angle (Ref. 41).

Premission traverse planning factors poor visibility regions into route

determination in order to avoid or minimize disadvantageous conditions.

Another limitation to the results concerns the few data points taken.

Typically, visibility experiments involve hundreds or thousands of trials

to obtain data which can be statistically analyzed. In the present case,

it was possible to draw conclusions from a handful of observations because

of the goal of evaluating a well-developed model rather than from a neces-

sity to obtain data from which to develop a model in the first place. Over-

all, this goal was met. However, the combination of few data points with

the various unpredicted occurrances during the mission did result in some-

what less information being obtained than was possible. The most serious

of the unexpected events were the very high albedos of the frontside targets,

the loss of 25% of the data (pass 3OF), and the lack of precise times at

which visibility of the backside targets _vas lost. In spite of these prob-

lems, however, the data that were obtained were fairly clear in their

relationships to the visibility models.

Although some modifications of the visibility model was indicated by

the results, such changes are felt to be sufficiently marginal that their

incorporation in the model does not seem worthwhile. Further, as the lunar

!
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visibility model should not be used or interpreted in a "cookbook" fashion,

the value of the Apollo 14 results lies more in the correct application and

interpretation of visibility calculations than in second order corrections

to the calculations themselves.

7.3 Lunar Surface Visibility and the Apollo Progra m

The visibility studies discussed in this report have had a unique and

changing role in the Apollo program. In the period before the first manned

lunar missions, the prime concern was with developing an understanding of

an unusual lighting environment and of means for incorporating such under-

standing into mission planning. As with many other mission considerations,

a conservative approach was taken to specificatlon of acceptable lighting

conditions in order to avoid even borderline situations. The extension of

the acceptable lighting range for more recent Apollo missions was due to

dual advances in operational capability (and confidence) and better know-

ledge of visual performance in the lunar environment. During this period,

visibility studies and their interaction with mission planning advanced

from a "special consideration" to a relatively routine aspect of mission

analysis. The material in this report reflects the hi_+'_y of these

studies and applications, as well as the results of the Apollo 14 tests

themselves.
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APPENDIX A. PHOTOGRAPHIC PROCESSING AND CALIBRATION

Type S0-349 70mm film was used in Magazine R. Calibration plans for

the film included pre- and post-flight exposure of 21 step gray scales on

film samples stored on Earth as well as on the flight film to test for

effects of time, space environment, and development uniformity. Only two

gray scales were supplied, however, with the second generation positive

prints used for the microdensitometry. Density measurements of these

scales were averaged and used in the calculations of target contrasts.

The exposure, processing and control methods employed by NASA/HSC are given

in the Reference. Diffuse density-log E curves can also be obtained

from NASA.

The two gray scales were scanned on two different Gccasions by

Photometric Data Systems, Inc. using a different microdensitometer each

time (the film scanning was done in two batches, the first being the mini-

mum phase frames, the second being the remaining frames). In each case,

the same circular aperture used to scan the targets was used to scan the

gray scales (16J_m diameter). Five scans were takcn of each of the two

gray scales (center and two on either side) and the results of all ten

scans were averaged. The exposure levels (obtained from NASA/MSC) corres-

ponding to each gray scale step are given in Table A-l. Plots of D-log E

for the lO scan averages obtained on each occasion are shown in Figure A-l.

Exposure values corresponding to the original gray scale steps are indi-

cated as is the curve which was fitted to the first set of data points. A

similar curve was fitted to the second set of measurements. Note the verti-

cal _isplacement of the two curves; according to the vendor, this effect

was most likely due to a zero offset on the 1st set of measurements. As

only the slope of the curve was essential to the present analysis, this

discrepancy was not a problem (see error discussion in Appendix B).

L

l

, j

Reference: "Apollo 14 Photographic Standards Document" TTR 7-1, Feb. 29, ]971,

(NASA/MSC Photographic Technology Division).
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TABLE A-I. EXPOSURE AND LOG EXPOSURE VALUES CORROSPONDING TO

ORIGINAL NEGATIVE GRAY SCALE STEPS, MAG R, APOLLO 14

GRAY SCALE

STEP NO.

18

17

16

15

14

13

12

11

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

EXPOSURE

(M-C-S)

6.86

4.85

3.43

2.42

l.72

].21

0.86

0.61

0.43

0.30

0.22

0.15

0.I]

LOG

EXPOSURE

0.8364

0.6860

0.5356

0.3852

0.2348

0.0844

-0.066

-0.2164

-0.3668

-0.5172

-0.6676

-0.8180

-0.9684

-1.1188

l
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APPENDIX B. MICRODENSITOMETRY AND ERROR SOURCES

Estimation of errors in the det_rmlnatlon of target contrast and sub-

tended angle is extremely difficult due to the many different transforma-

tions applied to the data, as well as the judgmental aspects of determin-

ing target outlines that was discussed in Section 5. The purpose of this

Appendix is to list the error sources and to provide quantitative estimates

of errors where possible.

B.l Error Sources

The main sources of error, listed in the temporal order of the pro-

cessing steps, a_e:

l) Variations in film processing along the length and width of
the film strip and accuracies of the gray scale exposure levels.

2) Electrical and mechanical noise in the microdensitometer.

3) Errors in reading density values in the strip chart records

resulting from the scans of the gray scales.

4) Validity of the positions selected for the five gray scale

scans (see Appendix A) of each gray scale.

5) Errors in the D-log E curve fitted to the resulting averages

of density values.

6) Errors in selection of the crater outline.

7) Errors in selection of an appropriate background for each

target.

B.2 Discussion

Variations in film processing were not analyzed. The individual gray

scale scans did vary slightly from location to location; but the differences

were less than 10% at most, and typically only a few percent. The strip

chart record used to record the gray scale scans was "noisy" due to the

small scanning aperture and, thus, some error was introduced in visually

averaging the traces.
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The overall microdensitometer noise level was analyzed, as a by-product

of an image processing task undertaken with the Apollo 14 Descartes photo-

graphy. A 1000 x lO00 point matrix was scanned twice without moving the.

film on the instrument on Apollo 14 Frame I0257 (targets 3A and 3B). These

two scans were conducted by Photometric Data Systems at the time the second set

of targets were scanned (see Appendix A). Using the image processing system at

the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, a pixel by pixel difference record was made. If

the results of the two scans were identical, then the difference record would

be zero. The variance of the difference record is, thus, a measure of lack of

repeatability. The results _ndicated a signal-to-noise ratio of about 140 or

a 7 bit data range. As will be seen, the microdensitometer noise level is, thus,

a negligible contributor to final uncertainty of contrast measurements.

1

I

1

l

1
t

The repeatibility of contrast calculations was examined with the aid of

the repeated scans on Frame I0257. Table B-l presents the results of several

cases examined. The first row compares contrast and average exposure calcu-

lations for 3B from the second I000 x lO00 scan of Frame I0257 for the two

different D-log E calibration curves corresponding to the two different

batches of scans. The difference in contrast is small (about 3%) and the

difference in mean exposure is as expected, as the first curve given higher

exposure values than the second curve (Figure A-l). Note that the only differ-

ence between the two cases was the calibration curve; the same crater outline

and exposure data set were used.

The second row gives results for the original scan of 3B (first batch

of scans). In this case, the first calibration curve was used but a differ-

ent type microdensitometer was used and a different crater outline placement

was necessary (same size outline, but relocated with respect to scan corner).

In this case, a constrast difference of about 9% exists, with a larger differ-

ence in absolute exposure. Finally, the last two rows compare repeated calcu-

lations for 3A using identical calibration curves and outlines, but with the

first and second I000 x I000 scans of Frame 10257. In this case, the (iffer-

ence is only 1.3%, reflecting the high signal-to-noise ratio discussed dhove.
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Comparison of Repeated Contrast (C) and Average
Exposure (_') Calculations.

DATA FROM:

CALIBRATION FROM:

Original Scan

1st Set 2nd Set

c _ c _-

f 2.5%---_
Target 3B 1000 x 1000 scan - Rep. 1 Fw 0.161 0.359 0.165 0.350

10257 8.8% Il@.5%

L 0.[148 O. 380 II

Target 3A lO00 x 1000 scan - Rep. 1 i----0.077 0.394
10257 1.3%

1000 x 1000 scan - Rep. 2 _--_0.078 0.394

(Bright side contrasts shown, background was I0 scan lines larger than
target outline)

. ,

_ _L

T

!
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It is concluded that differences in calibration data and repeated

scans (at least with the second instrument, which was a better machine)

are not major error sources for contrast calculations. Contrast differ-

ences arising between the two machines are apparently less than 10%,

although this conclusion is based on limited data.

The most serious error sources, which are also the most difficult

to quantify, are those involving the selection of the crater and back-

ground regions. In some cases, as for 3B, the boundary is distinct and

can be easily _pecified (Figure 5-I); in other cases, the boundary was

more diffuse or irregular and very difficult to specify (Figure 5-3). In

general, it was necessary to iterate between the photographs and the com-

puter plots illustrated by the above Figures to specify a boundary. After

a crater outline was decided upon, the size of the background had to be

determined. Only in a few cases was the background sufficiently homogene-

ous so that its size was unimportant.

This problem was approached, in part, by varying the size and position

of the target outline and the size of the background. In this way, an

estimate of error or variation co,ld be obtained by examining background

an_ target homogeniety, contrast variation, etc. In general, a criterion

of 1.5 arc min. or I0 scan lines was used to define the width of the back-

ground region, unless a specific case indicated this should be larger or

smaller. The I._ s;'cmin. criterion is based on estimates of the critical

width of boundaries for threshold detections. Typical results are shown in

Tables B-2 and B-3. Table B-2 compares the effect of a size change of the

target outline (keeping the background annuli a constant number of scans

larger than the target) on bright side contrast for three typical cases.

The largest difference shown is 9.1% for target 3B.

The effect of changing background size, Keeping target outline con-

stant for the same three targets given in B-2, is shown in Table B-3. Note

the substantial difference between IC, which had a fairly homogeneous back-

ground, and the othei" two targets whose background luminance changed as

distance from the target increased. However, in either case reasonable

size backgrounds (at least 5 scan lines larger than the target outline) do

not result in more than a I0% variation in contrast.

1

1

I

I

,r
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., Table B-2.

TARGET

3B

lC

5A

FRAME

10257

10225

I0279
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Effect of Size Change of Target Crater Outlines on
Bright Side Contrast Values.

OUTLINE POSITION BRIGHT SIJE PERCENT

OR SIZE CONTRA_,T DIFF.

Nominal 0.14:_

2 scans smaller 0.12.0 9.l

2 scans larger 0.I_6 2.1

Nominal 0.046

2 scans smaller 0.050

2 scans larger rj.046

Nominal 0.055

2 scans smaller 0.052
in minor axis

2 scans larger 0.058
in minor axis

8.7

0

5.5

5.5

.w

L

|
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TARGET
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Effect of Changing Background Size on Bright Side
Contrast Values.

BACKGROUND BRIGHT SIDE PERCENT

FRAME SIZE* CONTRAST DIFF.**

3B I0257

IC I0225

5A I0279

2 O.llO -23.0

4 0.125 -12.6

6 0.135 - 5.6

8 O.143 0

lO 0.148 + 3.5

2 0°049 + 6.5

4 0.049 + 6.5

6 0.049 + 6.5

8 0.046 0

lO 0.047 + 2.2

2 0.049 -I0.9

4 0.048 -]2.7

6 0.053 - 3.6

7 0.055 0

!

{I

l

l

/-

I

J

Background size is number of scan lines nreater than target boundary.

Relatwve to background used for analysis (0%).
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Thus, the largest stngle error of the contrast estimates is on the

order of 10%. Derivation of a rule for combining the vartous error sources

was not attempted; obviously, both systematic and random sources are effec-

tive but each target and each frame would have to be treated as a separate

case, due to the differences Jn target and background specifications. An

overall error of at least 10%, and certainly 20% at the outside, seems to

be a reasonable estimate. Inspection of Ftgure 5-14 indicates that even a

20% error would not change the main conclusion (adequacy of model and thres-

hold function), although certainly some of the lower order trends in the

data could not be supported under a 20% assumed error.
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OBSERVATIONAL RESULTS FOR EACH TARGET AREA

Because a small number of targets were used for the Apol]o 14 tests,

the test outcome could be btased by peculiarities of each target. There-

fore, an area-by-area description of the CMP's observations are given to

help evaluate the test results. The comparison of the CMP's observations

with target detectibi]tty on the film record is also gtven, as are some

comments on the misidentification of target 1A. A second generation posi-

tive transparency print of the flight fi]m was used in the comparison

(see Appendix A).

C.1 Observations

Area ] - Targets ]A, 1B, 1C (SEA = 22°2:

All three targets in this area (Figure 5-8) were acquired prior to

minimum phase. Prior to minimum phase, all three targets exhibit shadow-

ing and are located in well defined positions with respect to surrounding

landmarks. Target IC is seen at photographic minimum phase in Frame ]0225;

at this time it was completely lost by the CMP (rated zero) and, furthermore,

it cannot be detected on the second generation transparencies of this frame

at normal magnification, although it can be seen at 6X.* The a]bedo of this

target is evidently nearly equal to that of its surroundings, a fairly smooth

crater floor with many high albedo areas. In addition, 1C exhibits fairly

uniform a]bedo over its surface. The crater is visible on the next frame

(]0226) (20 seconds later), but becomes undetectible under normal magnifica-

tion at a VEA of 150 .

Target IB, seen near its minimum phase point in Frame 10226, is a

somewhat irregularly shaped, shallow crater which exhibits a non-uniform

albedo distribution over its surface (see also Figure 5-8). It is located

in fairly rugged terrain, but several distinctive features are available as

lead-ins. This crater was visible on the film into the washout down to a VEA

of 100 at normal magnification. Target IA is not included in this discussion

because of the anomalous observational results (see below).

'i]
I

I

"T
IP

9"

m

m

Normal magnification is that resulting in an image on ere film which subtends
the same angular dimension as dld the actual tarapt when seen from orbit. For

the 70 mm format using an 80 mm lens, this i_ dDout 3X.
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Area 2 - Targets 2A m 2B (SEA - 290):

Target 2A is a steep, bright target located near the rim of Langemak

(Figure 5-9). It was easily acquired and tracked through minimum phase

(minimum phase visibility rated medium to low by the CMP), although the

superimposed rays in the area make a very bright background whtch tends to

obscure the target. Detatled inspection of the transparencies shows that

with normal magnification it can be located as a bright "splotch" down to

a 70 VEA by using two small, bright craters as lead-ins; however, it cannot

be identified as a crater for values of VEA less than 15°.

Target 2B is a poorly defined depression tn a _ery hummocky area (see

also Figure 5-9). Although it could be identified from the photography,

its similarity to adjacent features and the general nondescript character

of this region apparently combined to make recognition very difficult under

flight conditions (the CMP had very low confidence in his acquisition of 2B).

It can be seen on the transparencies, with some difficulty, for values of

VEA down to 200 for normal magnification.

Area 3 - Targets 3A_ 3B (SEA = 260):

Targets 3A and 3B are located in Ptolemaeus, a re)attvely dark, flat

area with several features serving as good lead-ins. Both 3A and 3B were

acquired at surprisingly low VEAs of about 3°. Target 3B was located first

with Ptolemaeus as a reference, then by using Pto')maeus D and the bright

"beacon" crater to the NE of 3B. Target 3A could then be acquired by look-

ing to the SE from 3B. The CMP's comments indicate that acquisition was

initially uncertain but was confirmed by the time a VEA of 5° was reached.

On the transparencies both craters show up as thin, bright lines against a

dark background at the beginning of the pass.

Frame 102SO (Figure 5-10a) shows the craters about 140 seconds after the

time of acquisition and Frame I0257 (Figure 5-10b) shows them at minimum phase.

At minimum phase target 3B exhibits a fairly uniform high contrast, whereas

3A ts a subdued crater of low apparent contrast except for tts bright rim.

Its rim undoubtably accounts Fo_ the surprising results on 3A, as pre-mtssion

photography indicated the entire crater was very subdued and acquisition at

long ranges was not expected. Both targets were rated "high" for minimum

phase visibility. Flnally, Frame 10258 (Figure 5-10b) shows the targets after

they moved uprange of zero phase.
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Targets 3A and 3B cannot be definitely recognized in the second

generation transparencies on frames prior to ]0248 at normal magnification.

Frame 10248 was taken about 40 seconds after the CMP reported detection and

corresponds to a 4.82 ° VEA at _; and 4.0 o VEA at 3B. On Frame 10246, taken

at about the same time the CMP reported acquisition, the rim of both targets

can be recognized at 12 X magnification, but substantial examination time is

required. Thus, the film seems to be slightly worse than the eye in this

case, but not significantly so. The image of 3A on Frame 10246 covers an

area of about 70 x l0 -4 mm2 or about l0 resolution elements, assuming 40

lp/mm system resolution (6.25 x ]0 -4 mm2 per resolution cell). Thus, recog-

nition of these targets is made possible by utilizing near-maximum resolution

capabilities of the camera/film system.

Area 4 - Targets 4A, 4B (SEA = 15°):

Both 4A and 4B were bright, easily Iocatable features (Parry M and

Parry were used as lead-ins). They were seen almost immediately after the

CMP switched his attention from area 3 to area 4 at a VEA of about 7o.

Based on the area 3 results, 4A and 4B probably could have been detected

prior to this time if the CMP had looked for them. As in the case of 3A and

3B, the area 4 targets had a relatively uniform, flat surround; both were

rated high for minimum phase visibility (Figure 5-11). The low SEA at these

targets coupled with their relatively high apparent contrast makes them of

less interest than any of the other targets used.

Targets 4A and 4B can be detected on Frame 10257 at normal magnifica-

tion, corresponding to a VEA of l.gg° and 2.11°, respectively. Thus, these

targets are more easily detected on the film than are 3A or 3B - a result

compatible with their greater apparent contrast.

Area 5 - Targets 5A_ 5B e 5C (SEA = 23°):

These targets, grouped close together, are located in a hilly, generally

featureless area near the rim of an old crater. Based on the photographic

records, they were rated low in apparent contrast; the CMP rated them low

(SB, 5C) and medium (5A) for minimum phase visibility. They are shown in

Figures 5-12a,b. lhese targets tend to blend into their background and

acquisition down-range of zero phase depends on the use of surrounding fea-

tures to locate the targets. The difficulty of down-range acquisition is

l
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Illustrated tn Ftgure 5-12b. Target 5A was lost at VEAs less than 160 on

the transparencies at normal magnificat!on.

Area 6 - Targets 6A ! 6B m 6C (SEA = 31°):

Only two of these three targets, 6B and 6C, were acquired prior to

minimum phase. Target 6A was a very flat, old crater (D/D = 47:1), whtch is

not visible on the photography, although it was vtstble on the pre-mtsston

photography used to select targets. The terrain tn which the area 6 targets

are located is in an old basin fill, somewhat like Ptolemaeus, but exhibit-

ing a somewhat larger average luminance, a wider range of luminance variations

and more craters. Targets 6B and 6C were tracked through minimum phase; mini-

mum phase visibility of 6B was rated medium and that of 6C was rated high to

medium. Target appearances prior to minimum phase and near minimum phase are

shown in Figure 5-13. Even though the targets were tracked through minimum

phase, they became difficult to locate down-range. On the transparencies,

they were undetectible below VEAs of _ at normal magnification.
/S °

C.2 Misidenti fications

The three targets that were not seen or misidentified deserve indivi-

dual comment. Target 6A, which was not seen at all, was an extremely shallow

low contrastcrater. This featurewas quite subdued on the pre-flight photo-

graphy used for target selection and only a suggestion of its outline could

be seen on the Apollo 14 zero-phase frames. The comblnatlon of low contrast

and relatlvely high sun angle (310) was apparently effectlve In washlng out

6A. Target 2B was a relatively obscure feature In a very hilly area which

was nearly ellmlnated In pre-mlsslon plannlng as belng too dlfflcult to iden-

tlfy. However, it was retained because no other feature In the area appeared

any better and only one other target was available. The uncertainty encoun-

tered In Its Identlflcatlon during the mlsslon was, therefore, not unexpected.

The apparent mlsldentification of Target IA is difficult to explain.

Misidentiflcatlon was inferred on the basis of the timing analysis (Reference

30), which showed a discrepancy of 35 seconds between the predicted mtnlmum

phase time and the time at which the CMP announced the target at zero phase.

This is a very large discrepancy (for all the other targets, it was no larger

than a few seconds), and implies the CMP was looking at the wrong target.
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Further, the photography shows mJntmum phase at 1A at the predicted ttme.

The one other explanation, that the ttme identification on the transcript

Js wrong, seems unllkely as all other ttme marks that can be independently

checked are accurate. However, the conclusion that 1A was mJsldentJfJed

is rendered less certatn by the fact that Jt was a fatrly obvious target,

it was acquired Jn good visibility conditions, and that the lead-ins for

1A identified post-mission by the CMP clearly lead to that feature. There-

fore, some ambiguity remains concerning identification of this target.
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APPENDIX O. CALCULATION OF EI_UIVALENT 5UBTL/IDED

I ANGLES FRoM NURBER OF SCAR POxm_

[
4m_

qm

_e

. a

_t

. .

Object Plmne

d' <---- ef

_< Range to Surface ..

FIGURE D-1. CN4ERA-FILI_ GEOMETRY (Not to Scale).
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Camera-film geometry is shown in Figure D-I. The projection point

of the camera lens ts assumed to be located at the focal length, f, tn

front of the ftlm plane. The area of a target image of arbitrary shape

on the film ts, with a small error, equal to the number of plxel elements

comprising the image, NT, multiplied by the square of the spacing of the

pixels, 16/xm.

AF = 2.56 x 10-4 x NT mm2

The diameter of a circle of equivalent area to AF is:

I

I

l

I

I

I

1/2
d' = 2 AF

'lY

The distance d' subtends an angle Q' at the optical projection point:

I

I

tan Q' -
!

f

If f is taken as the nominal value of 80 mm, and 0' is small so that tan

Q' = g':

0.226 X 10 -3 (NT)1/2 rad.

1.293 x 10-2 (NT)I/2 deg.

7.758 x 10 "1 (NT)1/2 min. arc.

I
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APPENDIX E. HAPKE MODEL

The equations for the Hapke rode1 and the Fortran computer program

(subrout|ne) used to evaluate them are gtven below. The equations were

taken from a conven|ent sunmary tn Reference 12 (but note that a stgn

error tn the last term tn the L (e(,g) expression was corrected).

i . ,r
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E.I Hapke Equations

The iiouat of ilillt rieitred bY a detector
on the _ scattered frml L rilllon on tlae
Is Ilium by:

2

• - io.dV (Tr)_i(a,_°i)

where: g = miount of llillt received by a

detector of e_ea, • , sad solid ea41e
of acceptance, 4v.

i O = Intensity of incident radiation

Ab = total reflectlvlty of • l_-_lcle
of lunar soil (Bond ilbedo).

= photometric function which is •
function oT :

a, luainance longitude,

@, luminance latitude, and

g, phase ankle.

The photometric l"_nctlon a_y be written in the

general form:

IS(a,,,,g).L((_,,g)_(g)s(,_)

The three functions L, Z and B are give• by:

L((i,ll) Xl(l'f)c°s(a'g) K21" [cos (" ',-Jg)sinO'*k_)-½sln211jnlC°S(ii+JK!+eln(>÷i_)J
• cos(a+g)+cosO + 2cos}scosOsin> =: I cosl.O=+Jg)-sin( )_+kK)|

r(g) : .i•lii+'.-li_lcosild . o.l(1.co.llll)2

.I, 1[ , ,,,.<
s(g) Ll,

The first term ir the L function is the

Lomel-Seeliger law which describes the bri_htness

of a surface which is porous on a _icroscoplc

,:cale but vhose large scale topolo6y is a flat

horizontal plane. The second term describes the

briKhtness of a wrinkled surface covered by

cylindrical troughl whose axes are aligned with
lines of lo_ttude. The edge of the troughs hive

• slope > mid the trouKhs themselves cover •
fraction of the suurface f. The trou_hs behave

llke craters
/

/

/ >/

(i-r)-A _-- r
when covered by • porous anteri_1 and are ithe-

Imticali y lore tractable. The constants for use

in the equstion are given belov.

The first term of the _ function is the

Schoenberg function whlob describes the average

scattertn_ characteristics of particles of

arbltrar_ shape having rout, diffuse subarea
oriented at random. The second term is an

Lmpe,-d.cL1 forward scattering term descrtb].nd
llKht tranom£tted through the particles. If the

s_rge effect near zero phase angle la taken into

account, the _,; function takes the form:

r(g)_ l-,in_ iSi t_m_ ii n(cot_li_l) " (g) B(_)

+O.I (l-coslltl) 2

where ,r i i and h = ,0_ in Is _ flilictlon.

The B t'_ci;ion describes the baciscetter due to

blockln 6 end shadowlr_ within the |oil. The

parameter h Ls related to the density of t_e

porous surface lifter by:

h - 2 ( ,>/,o)_/3

_._I_ D_l_I_

°<iL " "
-.!- _ <,•(-_-. '), 0 • _ _ _ > - _)• _,_t-J"'>),6_'-" -o _;gC(''")
-)- •o<(-)'. _), <-- ') _,_(_--o)

K1 K_ j k

1 1 1 I,'_>

1 1 1/.'
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SUBKOUT |NE I.}HUT '_B2 ( E. Ht 1"tl t & t 3 t PH |

IF ( &.Gt. I-P12 ! • AN_.A'I.c;i P-?2i ._N_.,;. _E • (P/Z-A) .AND.G.LE .P )GOTO5
GO "rL) lO

5 KI=K2=0
J..... HJ=HR=C ...............

GO Ttl IO0

J_G_ | F I _-G-r, I-P/_ +H I.. AN DoA__-L£___.IPI _).., A_O • G. GE • | P/2-H-A ) .&Nt). G .LE •
IIP/2-_|) L,o TU 1_

GO TO 2O
15 KI=K2=I

HJ=Io

L._ H.K= .5

GO TO luO

20 i F ( A.uE • l-P/2 +if) ._:_O,4,L[ . I P/_-=_) • _ND,G,GE,O, ,AND,G,LE, (P/2
1-14-AIIL,u TO 2b

F ...... bO T(I 30 ................
iZ5 _I=K2=I

L_.... .HJ=o5
HK=O
Ou TO 1dO

3_.3. ll'(A.uE.I-PlzI.Ar,D.A.LE.(-_.IL+ttI.,_ND.G.GE.C..AND.b.LE.IPI2
i i-H--AIIGO TLI 35 ........

GO TU _3
_ _Z=K2=Z

HJ=O
HK=.5

Ou T3 I_0

;_-0 |F(&,UE.I-P/?I,AND,A;LE;i_.P-/Z+HI,AND.G,GE,Ip/Z-H-AI,AND,
I_oLE,(P-:4I)Gd TO _5

GO TO 50
1.__ .......................

45 _i=KZ= I

HJ=,5
Hl_= I.

l..... GO TO 100 ..........

150 IF I A,C,t, l-o/2 I, 4._0, A, L _, I-P/ZeH ) ,_N_,G, GL-, ( P-HI ,IND,G,L_ o
IIPl2-AI)GO TO 55

DISPL&Y_N 0 ,_(-t, luq_L CJlq'_,_ifll_]t_saTlSF leD. HE.LLF-IkL AND
55 kl=l

K2=O

l hJ=HK:C
I0; _/=K L* ( 1-:- )*CI_S (_+G) / I CUS (A+t,) 4"LL_SI A ) )

_2=KL'_ r / I,' '=E"S _0,/, _ I*i. CS ( A)*S INI HI )

,%=5 IN( H+_*(_ )
_.?_=C*:>-i SINIGI2) )_'_'_IL*AL'_IAdSIIC+SIlIC-S) II

ll_

-ldJ

I_4 = l S I N( _,dS( ,;1 ; * l P-A,IS ( G; ) _CUS( ArIS (G; I l/P
i_5=_.le( l-CdS|A4$l_il l='=_

_c_r=l.
GO '0 L20
I_b=TAN (A,JS( GI )/(2*l-I )

X7:':_XPI-_"I/T.NI&,_${_) |) .....

_",) = _-k ?

laH ='::LL '=_ I 4. r,l,l* H, -
_IETUrN

f.NI')

BRIMSTONEe*

L (_ ,g)

_d(g)

B(g)

REGION

LOGIC

ORIGINAl, PAGE IS

oF P_R QUAI,I'T'Y
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DEFINITION OF TERMS IN TABLES 5-1 THROUGH 5-3
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LOCAL HORIZONTAL

LOOK_

ELEVATION / _

TARGET
/

CAMERA

II. Look Elevation and Look Azimuth

SURFACE 7 / /

NORMAL /, 1
_, IIIIh. ,,'_. ALP_

The dotted line is the projection of the surface normal

onto the plane determined by the sun and viewing lines.

If the viewing line lies between the sun line and the

projection of the surface normal, then the alpha angle

is positive; otherwise it is negative. In the drawing

the alpha angle is negative.

Ill. Alpha Angle


